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Abstract: Hamilton-Jacobi theorem reveals the deeply internal relationship between the
generating function and the dynamical vector field of a Hamiltonian system. Because of the
restriction given by constraints, in general, the dynamical vector field of nonholonomic Hamil-
tonian system is not Hamiltonian, however, it can be described by the dynamical vector field
of a distributional Hamiltonian system. In this paper, we give two types of Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for a distributional Hamiltonian system, by the calculation in detail. Moreover, we
generalize the above results to nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system with symmetry, as
well as with momentum map, and obtain two types of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the non-
holonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian systems. As an application, we give two examples
to illustrate the theoretical results.
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1 Introduction
As it is well-known, the Hamilton-Jacobi theory is an important part of classical mechanics.
Indeed, Hamilton-Jacobi equation provides a characterization of the generating functions of cer-
tain time-dependent canonical transformations, such that a given Hamiltonian system can be
converted in an equivalent one, in such a form that its solutions are extremely easy to find (this is
the so-called method by reduction to the equilibrium, see Abraham and Marsden [1], Arnold [2],
Libermann and Marle [26], and Marsden and Ratiu [30]). In addition, it is possible in many
cases that Hamilton-Jacobi equation provides an immediate way to integrate the equation of
motion of system, even when the problem of Hamiltonian system itself has not been or cannot
be solved completely. Moreover, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is also fundamental in the study
of the quantum-classical relationship in quantization, and it also plays an important role in the
development of numerical integrators that preserve the symplectic structure and in the study of
stochastic dynamical systems, see Woodhouse [48], Ge and Marsden [13], Marsden and West [33]
and La´zaro-Camı´ and Ortega [20]. For these reasons, it is described as a useful tools in the study
of Hamiltonian system theory, and has been extensively developed in the past years, becoming
one of the most active subjects in the study of modern applied mathematics and analytical
mechanics. The geometric point of view has been discussed in Abraham and Marsden [1], and
later exploited by many authors, see Carin˜ena et al. [8] and [9], Iglesias et al. [15], de Leo´n et
al. [21,22], Vitagliano [41], for more details. Also, Wang in [43] proves a key lemma, inspired for
the corresponding results of Abraham and Marsden in [1] that can be used to get some exten-
sions of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory for more general settings, see Wang [43–46] for more details.
We have known that, in mechanics, it is very often that many systems have constraints. Usu-
ally, there are two types of constraints. The first one is holonomic, which is that imposed on the
configuration space of a system; the second one is nonholonomic, which involves the conditions
on the velocities of a system, such as rolling constraints. Thus, the nonholonomic mechanics
describes the motion of systems constrained by nonintegrable constraints, i.e., constraints on
the system velocities that do not arise from constraints on the configurations alone. Moreover,
the reduction of nonholonomically constrained mechanical systems is very important subject
in geometric mechanics, and it is also regarded as a useful tool for simplifying and studying
concrete nonholonomic systems. Indeed, there are many interesting results obtained by many
scholars: Koiller in a seminal paper [17] studied the nonholonomic reduction, when the Lie group
is not Abelian; Bloch in [4] studied the reduction and control of nonholonomic systems; Bates
and S´niatycki [3] and Cantrijn et al. [6, 7] developed an almost symplectic reduction on the
Hamiltonian side of nonholonomic systems, see also, Cushman et al. [11] and [12]; and Bloch et
al. in [5] and de Leo´n et al. in [23] developed the reduction on the Lagrangian side; and de Leo´n
et al. in [22,24] and Koon and Marsden in [18,19] developed Poisson reduction; and Koon and
Marsden in [18] established the equivalent relations between the two sides of Hamiltonian and
Lagrangian. There have been other important results, see Cantrijn et al. [6], Cendra et al. [10],
Koon and Marsden in [19], Jotz and Ratiu [16], S´niatycki [38] and [39] and so on.
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A natural problem is how to study the Hamilton-Jacobi theory in the presence of symmetries,
even in the nonholonomic case. This is goal of our research in this paper. In particular, we note
that, because of the restriction given by constraints, in general, the dynamical vector field of a
nonholonomic Hamiltonian system may not be Hamiltonian, however it can be described by the
dynamical vector field of a distributional Hamiltonian system. The distributional Hamiltonian
system and its nonholonomic reduction have been introduced by Bates and S´niatycki in [3], also
see Cushman et al. [11] and [12], and it is called the semi-Hamiltonian system in Patrick [36].
In this paper, we give the formulations of two types of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for a distri-
butional Hamiltonian system and its reduced distributional Hamiltonian systems, respectively,
by analyzing carefully the structures for the nonholonomic (reduced) dynamical vector fields
and by the calculation in detail. It is worthy of note that, in general, the dynamical vector
field of the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system may not be Hamiltonian, and the distributional
Hamiltonian system and its nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian systems are not
yet Hamiltonian systems, we can not describe the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for distributional
Hamiltonian system and its reductions from the viewpoint of generating function as in the clas-
sical case.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we first recall the main facts about the
dynamics of a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system, including the influence of symmetries, which
are helpful for us to understand the constructions of a distributional Hamiltonian system and
its nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system. In section 3, we give two types
of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a distributional Hamiltonian system, by the analysis and cal-
culation in detail. The nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian systems with symmetries, as well
as momentum maps, are considered respectively in section 4 and section 5, and give two types
of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the nonholonomic reduced and the J-nonholonomic reduced
distributional Hamiltonian systems (in particular, when the Lie group is not Abelian). As the
applications of the theoretical results, we consider the motions of the constrained particle in
space R3 and the vertical rolling disk in section 6, and give various Hamilton-Jacobi equations
for the distributional Hamiltonian systems and their reduced distributional Hamiltonian systems
corresponding to the two nonholonomic systems. These research work develop the nonholonomic
reduction and Hamilton-Jacobi theory of the nonholonomic Hamiltonian systems with symme-
tries and make us have much deeper understanding and recognition for the structures of the
nonholonomic Hamiltonian systems.
2 Dynamics of Nonholonomic Mechanical System
In this section, we first review briefly some basic facts about nonholonomic mechanical systems
and give the descriptions of dynamics of a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system and the nonholo-
nomic Hamiltonian system with symmetry, which are helpful for us in subsequent sections to
understand the constructions of distributional Hamiltonian system and nonholonomic reduced
distributional Hamiltonian system. We shall follow the notations and conventions introduced in
Cantrijn et al. [7], Bates and S´niatycki in [3], Cushman et al. [11] and [12], Montgomery [34],
de Leo´n et al. [23], Marsden et al. [31] and Wang [43].
In order to describe the dynamics of a nonholonomic mechanical system, we need some
restriction conditions for nonholonomic constraints of the system. At first, we note that the
set of Hamiltonian vector fields forms a Lie algebra with respect to the Lie bracket, since
X{f,g} = −[Xf ,Xg]. But, the Lie bracket operator, in general case, may not be closed on the
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restriction of a nonholonomic constraint. Thus, we have to give the following completeness con-
dition for nonholonomic constraints of a system.
D-completeness Let Q be a smooth manifold and TQ its tangent bundle. A distribution
D ⊂ TQ is said to be completely nonholonomic (or bracket-generating) if D along with
all of its iterated Lie brackets [D,D], [D, [D,D]], · · · spans the tangent bundle TQ. Moreover,
we consider a mechanical system on Q. Then nonholonomic constraints of the system are said
to be completely nonholonomic if the distribution D ⊂ TQ defined by the nonholonomic
constraints is completely nonholonomic.
In this paper we consider that a nonholonomic mechanical system is given by a Lagrangian
function L : TQ → R subject to constraints determined by a completely nonholonomic distri-
bution D ⊂ TQ on the configuration manifold Q. We denote by D the total space of D in TQ,
which is a constraint submanifold. For simplicity we always assume that τQ(D) = Q, where
τQ : TQ → Q is the canonical projection, that is, the constraints are purely kinematical in the
sense that they do not impose restrictions on the allowable positions. The motions of the system
are forced to take place on D and this requires the introduction of some ”reaction force”. In
order to describe the constraint submanifold in the phase space and the dynamics of system, we
have to give the following regularity condition.
D-regularity In the following we always assume that Q is a smooth manifold with coordi-
nates (qi), and TQ its tangent bundle with coordinates (qi, q˙i), and T ∗Q its cotangent bundle
with coordinates (qi, pj), which are the canonical cotangent coordinates of T
∗Q and ω = dqi∧dpi
is canonical symplectic form on T ∗Q. If the Lagrangian L : TQ→ R is hyperregular, that is, the
Hessian matrix (∂2L/∂q˙i∂q˙j) is nondegenerate everywhere, then the Legendre transformation
FL : TQ → T ∗Q is a diffeomorphism. In this case the Hamiltonian H : T ∗Q → R is given by
H(q, p) = q˙ · p−L(q, q˙) with Hamiltonian vector field XH and M = FL(D) is a constraint sub-
manifold in T ∗Q. In particular, for the nonholonomic constraint D, a Lagrangian L is said to be
D-regular, if the restriction of Hessian matrix (∂2L/∂q˙i∂q˙j) on D is nondegenerate everywhere.
Moreover, a nonholonomic system is said to be D-regular, if its Lagrangian L is D-regular.
Note that the restriction of a positive definite symmetric bilinear form to a subspace is also pos-
itive definite, and hence nondegenerate. Thus, for a simple nonholonomic mechanical system,
that is, whose Lagrangian is the total kinetic energy minus potential energy, it is D-regular
automatically, which is coincident with the sense of regularity of nonholonomic system given by
de Le´on and Mart´ın de Diego [23].
In the following we shall describe the dynamics of the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system
(T ∗Q,ω,D,H). We define the distribution F as the pre-image of the nonholonomic constraints
D for the map TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, that is, F = (TpiQ)
−1(D) ⊂ TT ∗Q, which is a distribution
along M, and F◦ := {α ∈ T ∗T ∗Q| < α, v >= 0, ∀v ∈ TT ∗Q} is the annihilator of F in
T ∗T ∗Q|M. We consider the following nonholonomic constraints condition
(iXω − dH) ∈ F
◦, X ∈ TM, (2.1)
from Cantrijn et al. [7], we know that there exists an unique nonholonomic vector field Xn
satisfying the above condition (2.1), if the admissibility condition dimM = rankF and the com-
patibility condition TM∩ F⊥ = {0} hold, where F⊥ denotes the symplectic orthogonal of F
with respect to the canonical symplectic form ω. In particular, when we consider the Whitney
sum decomposition T (T ∗Q)|M = TM⊕F
⊥ and the canonical projection P : T (T ∗Q)|M → TM,
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we have that Xn = P (XH).
If the Lagrangian L : TQ → R is singular, in this case the Hessian matrix (∂2L/∂q˙i∂q˙j)
is degenerate. By using the Gotay-Nester presymplectic constraint algorithm, see [14], we can
find a final constraint submanifoldMf ⊂ T
∗Q, such that on which there exists a nonholonomic
vector field Xn satisfying the following nonholonomic constraints condition
(iXω − dH)|Mf ∈ F
◦, X|Mf ∈ TMf . (2.2)
Therefore, without loss of generality, we shall henceforth always assume that there exists a non-
holonomic vector field Xn satisfying the nonholonomic constraints condition.
From the condition (2.1) we know that the nonholonomic vector field, in general case, may not
be Hamiltonian, because of the restriction of nonholonomic constraints. But, we hope to study
the dynamical vector field of nonholonomic Hamiltonian system by using the similar method of
studying Hamiltonian vector field. On the other hand, we also note that Bates and S´niatycki
in [3] give a method to study the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system and nonholonomic reduc-
tion. In fact, for a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,D,H), by using their method,
we know that there exist a distribution K = F ∩ TM, a non-degenerate distributional two-form
ωK and a vector field XK on the constraint submanifold M = FL(D) ⊂ T
∗Q, such that the
distributional Hamiltonian equation iXKωK = dHK holds, then the triple (K, ωK,H) is a distri-
butional Hamiltonian system, and XK is a nonholonomic vector field.
Moreover, we consider the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system with symmetry and nonholo-
nomic reduction. Assume that Lie group G acts smoothly by the left on Q, its tangent lifted
acts on TQ and its cotangent lifted acts on T ∗Q, which is free, proper and symplectic. The
orbit space T ∗Q/G is a smooth manifold and the canonical projection pi/G : T
∗Q → T ∗Q/G is
a surjective submersion. In the following we shall describe the dynamics of the nonholonomic
Hamiltonian system with symmetry (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H), where H : T ∗Q → R is a G-invariant
Hamiltonian, and the completely nonholonomic constraints D ⊂ TQ is a G-invariant distri-
bution, that is, the tangent of the group action maps Dq to Dgq for any q ∈ Q. Since the
Legendre transformation FL : TQ→ T ∗Q is a fiber-preserving map, then M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q
is G-invariant, and the quotient space M¯ = M/G of the G-orbit in M is a smooth manifold
with projection pi/G : M → M¯(⊂ T
∗Q/G) which is a surjective submersion. From Bates and
S´niatycki [3], we know that there exists a distribution K¯, a non-degenerate distributional two-
form ωK¯ and a vector field XK¯ on M¯ which takes values in the constraint distribution K¯, such
that the following equation holds, that is, iX
K¯
ωK¯ = dhK¯, where dhK¯ is the restriction of dhM¯
to K¯ and hM¯ · pi/G = HM is the restriction of H to M. In this case, the triple (K¯, ωK¯, h) is a
nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system, and XK¯ is a nonholonomic reduced
dynamical vector field.
In particular, we assume that the Lie group G is not Abelian, and the cotangent lifted G-
action on T ∗Q is free, proper and symplectic, and admits a Ad∗-equivariant momentum map
J : T ∗Q→ g∗, where g is a Lie algebra of G and g∗ is the dual of g. Let µ ∈ g∗ be a regular value
of J and denote by Gµ the isotropy subgroup of the coadjoint G-action at the point µ ∈ g
∗, which
is defined by Gµ = {g ∈ G|Ad
∗
g µ = µ}. Since Gµ(⊂ G) acts freely and properly on Q and on
T ∗Q, then Gµ acts also freely and properly on J
−1(µ), so that the space (T ∗Q)µ = J
−1(µ)/Gµ
is a symplectic manifold with symplectic form ωµ uniquely characterized by the relation
pi∗µωµ = i
∗
µω. (2.3)
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The map iµ : J
−1(µ)→ T ∗Q is the inclusion and piµ : J
−1(µ)→ (T ∗Q)µ is the projection. The
pair ((T ∗Q)µ, ωµ) is the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space of (T
∗Q,ω) at µ, (see Marsden and
Weinstein [32], Marsden [27], and Marsden et al. [28]). In the following we assume that for the
regular value µ ∈ g∗, the constraint submanifold M is clean intersection with J−1(µ), that is,
M∩ J−1(µ) 6= ∅. Note that M is also Gµ(⊂ G) action invariant, and so is J
−1(µ), because J is
Ad∗-equivariant. It follows that the quotient space Mµ = (M∩ J
−1(µ))/Gµ ⊂ (T
∗Q)µ, which
is the Gµ-orbit in M∩ J
−1(µ), is a smooth manifold with projection piµ : M∩ J
−1(µ) → Mµ
which is a surjective submersion.
In the following we shall describe the dynamics of the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system
with symmetry and momentum map (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H) by using the method given by Bates
and S´niatycki in [3]. Assume that the distribution T (J−1(µ))∩F pushes down to a distribution
Fµ = Tpiµ(T (J
−1(µ)) ∩ F) on (T ∗Q)µ along Mµ, and hµ is reduced Hamiltonian function
hµ : (T
∗Q)µ → R defined by hµ ·piµ = H ·iµ. We consider the following nonholonomic constraints
condition
(iXµωµ − dhµ)|Mµ ∈ F
◦
µ, Xµ ∈ TMµ, (2.4)
from Cantrijn et al. [6], we know that there exists an unique nonholonomic vector field Xµ satis-
fying the above condition (2.4), if the admissibility condition dimMµ = rankFµ and the compat-
ibility condition TMµ∩F
⊥
µ = {0} hold, where F
⊥
µ denotes the symplectic orthogonal of Fµ with
respect to the reduced symplectic form ωµ. In the same way given by Bates and S´niatycki in [3],
we know that there exists a distribution Kµ, a non-degenerate reduced distributional two-form
ωKµ and a vector field XKµ on the reduced constraint submanifold Mµ = (M∩ J
−1(µ))/Gµ,
such that the equation iXKµωKµ = dhKµ holds. Then the triple (Kµ, ωKµ , h) is a J-nonholonomic
reduced distributional Hamiltonian system, and XKµ is a J-nonholonomic reduced dynamical
vector field.
It is well-known that Hamilton-Jacobi theory from the variational point of view is originally
developed by Jacobi in 1866, which states that the integral of Lagrangian of a system along
the solution of its Euler-Lagrange equation satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The clas-
sical description of this problem from the geometrical point of view is given by Abraham and
Marsden in [1]. Recently, Wang in [43] gave two types of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorems
for Hamiltonian system and the regular reducible Hamiltonian system on the cotangent bundle
of a configuration manifold, by using the symplectic structures and (reduced) dynamical vector
fields. This work offers an important idea that one can use the dynamical vector fields of the
(reduced) Hamiltonian systems to describe Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Thus, it is a natural idea
that we hope to use the dynamical vector fields of distributional Hamiltonian system and non-
holonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system to describe the Hamilton-Jacobi equations
for nonholonomic (reducible) Hamiltonian systems, that is, we hope to generalize two types of
geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorems for Hamiltonian system and the regular reducible Hamil-
tonian systems given in [43] to the nonholonomic context, and give a variety of Hamilton-Jacobi
theorems for nonholonomic (reduced) Hamiltonian systems.
6
3 Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a Distributional Hamiltonian
System
In this section, we shall prove two types of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem of a nonholo-
nomic Hamiltonian system. In order to do this, we need first to describe the dynamics of the
nonholonomic Hamiltonian system following the results given by Bates and S´niatycki in [3], (see
also Cushman et al. [11] and [12] for more details).
From now on, we assume that L : TQ→ R is a hyperregular Lagrangian, and the Legendre
transformation FL : TQ → T ∗Q is a diffeomorphism. As above, our nonholonomic constraint
D ⊂ TQ is D-completely and D-regularly, and let D0 ⊂ T ∗Q its annihilator. From §2, we can
define the constraint submanifold M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q, iM : M → T
∗Q, and ωM = i
∗
Mω,
that is, the symplectic form ωM is induced from the canonical symplectic form ω on T
∗Q, where
i∗M : T
∗T ∗Q→ T ∗M. For the distribution F = (TpiQ)
−1(D) ⊂ TT ∗Q, we define the distribution
K = F ∩ TM. Note that K⊥ = F⊥ ∩ TM, where K⊥ denotes the symplectic orthogonal of K
with respect to the canonical symplectic form ω, and the admissibility condition dimM = rankF
and the compatibility condition TM∩ F⊥ = {0} hold, then we know that the restriction of
the symplectic form ωM on T
∗M fibrewise to the distribution K, that is, ωK = τK · ωM is
non-degenerate, where τK is the restriction map to distribution K. It is worthy of note that ωK
is not a true two-form on a manifold, so it does not make sense to speak about it being closed.
We call ωK as a distributional two-form to avoid any confusion. Because ωK is non-degenerate
as a bilinear form on each fibre of K, there exists a vector field XK on M which takes values in
the constraint distribution K, such that the following nonholonomic constraints condition holds,
that is,
iXKωK = dHK, (3.1)
where dHK is the restriction of dHM to K and HM = τM · H is the restriction of H to M.
(3.1) is called the distributional Hamiltonian equation, see Bates and S´niatycki [3]. Thus, the
geometric formulation of the distributional Hamiltonian system may be summarized as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Distributional Hamiltonian System) Assume that the 4-tuple (T ∗Q,ω,D,H)
is a D-completely and D-regularly nonholonomic Hamiltonian system, where D ⊂ TQ is a D-
completely and D-regularly nonholonomic constraint of the system. If there exist a distribution K,
a non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK and a vector field XK on the constraint submanifold
M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q, such that the distributional Hamiltonian equation iXKωK = dHK holds,
where dHK is the restriction of dHM to K as defined above, then the triple (K, ωK,H) is called
a distributional Hamiltonian system of the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,D,H),
and XK is called a nonholonomic dynamical vector field of the distributional Hamiltonian system
(K, ωK,H). Under the above circumstances, we refer to (T
∗Q,ω,D,H) as a nonholonomic
Hamiltonian system with an associated distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H).
Given a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,D,H) with an associated distributional
Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H), and using the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK and
the nonholonomic dynamical vector field XK, we can prove two types of geometric Hamilton-
Jacobi theorem for the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H). In order to do this, we
need first give two important notions and a key lemma, (see also Wang [43]), which is obtained
by a careful modification for the corresponding results of Abraham and Marsden in [1]. This
lemma offers also an important tool for the proofs of the two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorems
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for the distributional Hamiltonian system and the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamil-
tonian system.
Let Q be a smooth manifold and TQ its tangent bundle, T ∗Q its cotangent bundle with the
canonical symplectic form ω, and D ⊂ TQ is a D-regularly nonholonomic constraint, and the
projection piQ : T
∗Q → Q induces the map TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ. Assume that γ : Q → T ∗Q is
an one-form on Q, if γ is closed, then dγ(x, y) = 0, ∀ x, y ∈ TQ. In the following we introduce
two weaker notions.
Definition 3.2 (i) The one-form γ is called to be closed with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, if
for any v,w ∈ TT ∗Q, we have dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)) = 0;
(ii) The one-form γ is called to be closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, if for any
v,w ∈ TT ∗Q, and TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w) ∈ D, we have dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)) = 0.
From the above definition we know that, the notion that γ is closed on D with respect
to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, is weaker than the notion that γ is closed with respect to TpiQ :
TT ∗Q → TQ. From Wang [43] we also know that the latter, that is, γ is closed with respect
to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, is weaker than the notion that γ is closed. Thus, the notion that γ is
closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, is weaker than that γ is closed on D, that is,
dγ(x, y) = 0, ∀ x, y ∈ D.
Lemma 3.3 Assume that γ : Q → T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q → T ∗Q.
Then we have that
(i) for any x, y ∈ TQ, γ∗ω(x, y) = −dγ(x, y), and for any v,w ∈ TT ∗Q, λ∗ω(v,w) =
−dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)), since ω is the canonical symplectic form on T
∗Q;
(ii) for any v,w ∈ TT ∗Q, ω(Tλ · v,w) = ω(v,w − Tλ · w)− dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)) ;
(iii) If L is D-regular, and Im(γ) ⊂ M = FL(D), then we have that XH · γ ∈ F along γ, and
XH · λ ∈ F along λ, that is, TpiQ(XH · γ(q)) ∈ Dq, ∀q ∈ Q, and TpiQ(XH · λ(q, p)) ∈ Dq, ∀q ∈
Q, (q, p) ∈ T ∗Q.
Proof: We first prove (i). Since ω is the canonical symplectic form on T ∗Q, we know that there
is an unique canonical one-form θ, such that ω = −dθ. From the Proposition 3.2.11 in Abraham
and Marsden [1], we have that for the one-form γ : Q → T ∗Q, γ∗θ = γ. Then we can obtain
that
γ∗ω(x, y) = γ∗(−dθ)(x, y) = −d(γ∗θ)(x, y) = −dγ(x, y).
Note that λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q, and λ∗ = pi∗Q · γ
∗ : T ∗T ∗Q→ T ∗T ∗Q, then we have that
λ∗ω(v,w) = λ∗(−dθ)(v,w) = −d(λ∗θ)(v,w) = −d(pi∗Q · γ
∗θ)(v,w)
= −d(pi∗Q · γ)(v,w) = −dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)).
It follows that (i) holds.
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Next, we prove (ii). For any v,w ∈ TT ∗Q, note that v − T (γ · piQ) · v is vertical, because
TpiQ(v − T (γ · piQ) · v) = TpiQ(v)− T (piQ · γ · piQ) · v = TpiQ(v) − TpiQ(v) = 0,
where we used the relation piQ · γ · piQ = piQ. Thus, ω(v − T (γ · piQ) · v,w − T (γ · piQ) · w) = 0,
and hence,
ω(T (γ · piQ) · v, w) = ω(v, w − T (γ · piQ) · w) + ω(T (γ · piQ) · v, T (γ · piQ) · w).
However, the second term on the right-hand side is given by
ω(T (γ · piQ) · v, T (γ · piQ) · w) = γ
∗ω(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)) = −dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)),
where we used the conclusion (i). It follows that
ω(Tλ · v,w) = ω(T (γ · piQ) · v, w)
= ω(v, w − T (γ · piQ) · w)− dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w))
= ω(v,w − Tλ · w)− dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)).
Thus, (ii) holds.
At last, we prove (iii). For any q ∈ Q, (q, p) ∈ T ∗Q, we have that
XH · γ(q) = (
∂H
∂pi
∂
∂qi
−
∂H
∂qi
∂
∂pi
)γ(q).
and
XH · λ(q, p) = (
∂H
∂pi
∂
∂qi
−
∂H
∂qi
∂
∂pi
)γ · piQ(q, p).
Then,
TpiQ(XH · γ(q)) = TpiQ(XH · λ(q, p)) = (
∂H
∂pi
∂
∂qi
)γ(q) = γ∗(
∂H(q, p)
∂pi
)
∂
∂qi
,
where γ∗ : T ∗T ∗Q → T ∗Q. Since Im(γ) ⊂ M, and γ∗(∂H(q,p)∂pi ) ∈ M(q,p) = FL(Dq), from L is
D-regular, FL is a diffeomorphism, then there exists a vq ∈ Dq, such that FL(vq) = γ
∗(∂H(q,p)∂pi ).
Thus,
TpiQ(XH · γ(q)) = TpiQ(XH · λ(q, p)) = FL(vq)
∂
∂qi
∈ D,
it follows that XH · γ ∈ F along γ, and XH · λ ∈ F along λ. 
By using the above Lemma 3.3, we can prove the following two types of geometric Hamilton-
Jacobi theorem for the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,D,H) with an associated
distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H). At first, by using the fact that the one-form
γ : Q → T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, we can prove the Type I of
geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the distributional Hamiltonian system. For convenience,
the maps involved in the following theorem and its proof are shown in Diagram-1.
M
XK

iM // T ∗Q
XH

piQ
// Q
XγH

γ
// T ∗Q
XH

K T (T ∗Q)
τKoo TQ
Tγ
oo T (T ∗Q)
TpiQ
oo
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Diagram-1
Theorem 3.4 (Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a Distributional Hamiltonian System)
For the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,D,H) with an associated distributional
Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H), assume that γ : Q → T
∗Q is a one-form on Q, and XγH =
TpiQ ·XH · γ, where XH is the dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamil-
tonian system (T ∗Q,ω,H). Moreover, assume that Im(γ) ⊂ M = FL(D), and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K.
If the one-form γ : Q → T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, then γ is a
solution of the equation Tγ ·XγH = XK · γ. Here XK is the dynamical vector field of the distri-
butional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H). The equation Tγ ·X
γ
H = XK · γ is called the Type I of
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H).
Proof: At first, we note that Im(γ) ⊂M, and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, in this case, ωK · τK = τK · ωM =
τK · i
∗
M · ω, along Im(Tγ). Thus, using the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK, from
Lemma 3.3, if we take that v = XH · γ ∈ F , and for any w ∈ F , Tλ(w) 6= 0, and τK · w 6= 0,
then we have that
ωK(Tγ ·X
γ
H , τK · w) = ωK(τK · Tγ ·X
γ
H , τK · w)
= τK · i
∗
M · ω(Tγ ·X
γ
H , w) = τK · i
∗
M · ω(T (γ · piQ) ·XH · γ, w)
= τK · i
∗
M · (ω(XH · γ, w − T (γ · piQ) · w)− dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)))
= τK · i
∗
M · ω(XH · γ, w)− τK · i
∗
M · ω(XH · γ, T (γ · piQ) · w)
− τK · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωK(τK ·XH · γ, τK · w)− ωK(τK ·XH · γ, τK · T (γ · piQ) · w)
− τK · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωK(XK · γ, τK · w)− ωK(XK · γ, τK · Tγ · TpiQ(w))
− τK · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)),
where we have used that τK · Tγ = Tγ, and τK · XH · γ = XK · γ, since Im(Tγ) ⊂ K. If the
one-form γ : Q → T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, then we have that
dγ(TpiQ(XH ·γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0, since XH ·γ, w ∈ F , and TpiQ(XH ·γ), TpiQ(w) ∈ D, and hence
τK · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0,
and
ωK(Tγ ·X
γ
H , τK · w)− ωK(XK · γ, τK · w) = −ωK(τK ·XH · γ, τK · Tγ · TpiQ(w)). (3.2)
If γ satisfies the equation Tγ ·XγH = XK · γ, from Lemma 3.3(i) we deduce that
−ωK(XK · γ, τK · Tγ · TpiQ(w)) = −ωK(Tγ ·X
γ
H , τK · Tγ · TpiQ(w))
= −ωK(τK · Tγ ·X
γ
H , τK · Tγ · TpiQ(w))
= −τK · i
∗
M · ω(Tγ · TpiQ(XH · γ), Tγ · TpiQ(w))
= −τK · i
∗
M · γ
∗ω(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= τK · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0.
Because the distributional two-form ωK is non-degenerate, the left side of (3.2) equals zero, only
when γ satisfies the equation Tγ ·XγH = XK ·γ. Thus, if the one-form γ : Q→ T
∗Q is closed on D
with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, then γ must be a solution of the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi
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equation Tγ ·XγH = XK · γ. 
Next, for any symplectic map ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q, we can prove the following Type II of
geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the distributional Hamiltonian system. For convenience,
the maps involved in the following theorem and its proof are shown in Diagram-2.
M
XK

iM // T ∗Q
XH·ε

XεH
$$❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
piQ
// Q
γ
// T ∗Q
XH

K T (T ∗Q)
τKoo TQ
Tγ
oo T (T ∗Q)
TpiQ
oo
Diagram-2
Theorem 3.5 (Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a Distributional Hamiltonian Sys-
tem) For the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,D,H) with an associated distributional
Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H), assume that γ : Q→ T
∗Q is a one-form on Q, and λ = γ ·piQ :
T ∗Q → T ∗Q, and for any symplectic map ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q, denote by XεH = TpiQ · XH · ε,
where XH is the dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system
(T ∗Q,ω,H). Moreover, assume that Im(γ) ⊂ M = FL(D), and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K. If ε is a solu-
tion of the equation τK · Tε(XH·ε) = Tλ · XH · ε, if and only if it is a solution of the equation
Tγ ·XεH = XK · ε. Here XH·ε is the Hamiltonian vector field of the function H · ε : T
∗Q → R,
and XK is the dynamical vector field of the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H). The
equation Tγ ·XεH = XK ·ε, is called the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the distributional
Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H).
Proof: In the same way, we note that Im(γ) ⊂ M, and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, in this case, ωK · τK =
τK ·ωM = τK · i
∗
M ·ω, along Im(Tγ). Thus, using the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK,
from Lemma 3.3, if we take that v = τK·XH ·ε = XK·ε ∈ K(⊂ F), and for any w ∈ F , Tλ(w) 6= 0,
and τK · w 6= 0, then we have that
ωK(Tγ ·X
ε
H , τK · w) = ωK(τK · Tγ ·X
ε
H , τK · w)
= τK · i
∗
M · ω(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w) = τK · i
∗
M · ω(T (γ · piQ) ·XH · ε, w)
= τK · i
∗
M · (ω(XH · ε, w − T (γ · piQ) · w)− dγ(TpiQ(XH · ε), TpiQ(w)))
= τK · i
∗
M · ω(XH · ε, w) − τK · i
∗
M · ω(XH · ε, Tλ · w)
− τK · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · ε), TpiQ(w))
= ωK(τK ·XH · ε, τK · w)− ωK(τK ·XH · ε, τK · Tλ · w)
+ τK · i
∗
M · λ
∗ω(XH · ε, w)
= ωK(XK · ε, τK · w)− ωK(τK ·XH · ε, Tλ · w) + ωK(Tλ ·XH · ε, Tλ · w),
where we have used that τK ·Tγ = Tγ, τK ·Tλ = Tλ, and τK ·XH ·ε = XK ·ε, since Im(Tγ) ⊂ K.
Note that ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is symplectic, and XH · ε = Tε ·XH·ε, along ε, and hence τK ·XH · ε =
τK · Tε ·XH·ε, along ε. Then we have that
ωK(Tγ ·X
ε
H , τK · w)− ωK(XK · ε, τK · w)
= −ωK(τK ·XH · ε, Tλ · w) + ωK(Tλ ·XH · ε, Tλ · w)
= ωK(Tλ ·XH · ε− τK · Tε ·XH·ε, Tλ · w).
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Because the two-form ωK is non-degenerate, it follows that the equation Tγ · X
ε
H = XK · ε, is
equivalent to the equation τK · Tε · XH·ε = Tλ · XH · ε. Thus, ε is a solution of the equation
τK · Tε · XH·ε = Tλ · XH · ε, if and only if it is a solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi
equation Tγ ·XεH = XK · ε. 
Remark 3.6 If the Hamiltonian system we considered has not any constrains, in this case, the
distributional Hamiltonian system is just the Hamiltonian system itself. From the above Type I
and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi theorems, that is, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, we can get the
Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 in Wang [43]. It shows that Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 are
the generalization of two types of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for Hamiltonian system
given in [43] to the nonholonomic context.
Remark 3.7 It is worthy of note that, in general, the dynamical vector field of the nonholo-
nomic Hamiltonian system may not be Hamiltonian, and the distributional Hamiltonian system
is not yet a Hamiltonian system, and hence we can not describe the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for
a distributional Hamiltonian system from the viewpoint of generating function as in the classical
case. Thus, the formulations of Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a distribu-
tional Hamiltonian system, given by Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, have more extensive sense.
On the other hand, if γ is a solution of the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation, that is, XH ·γ = 0,
which is equivalent to the equation d(H ·γ) = 0, or H(q, γ(q)) = E, q ∈ Q, and E is a constant,
in this case, XγH = TpiQ ·XH · γ = 0, and hence from the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
we have that XK · γ = Tγ · X
γ
H = 0. Since the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation XH · γ = 0,
shows that the dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system
(T ∗Q,ω,H) is degenerate along γ, then the equation XK ·γ = 0, shows that the dynamical vector
field of the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H) is degenerate along γ. The equation
XK · γ = 0 is called the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the distributional Hamiltonian
system (K, ωK,H). In addition, for a symplectic map ε : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q, if XH · ε = 0, then from
the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation, we have that XK · ε = Tγ · X
ε
H = 0. But, from the
equation τK · Tε ·XH·ε = Tλ ·XH · ε, we know that XK · ε = 0 is not equivalent to XH·ε = 0.
Remark 3.8 If the one-form γ : Q → T ∗Q is not closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q →
TQ, then we know that γ is not yet closed on D, that is, dγ(x, y) 6= 0, ∀ x, y ∈ D, and hence
γ is not yet closed on Q. However, in this case, we note that d · dγ = d2γ = 0, and hence the
dγ is a closed two-form on Q. Thus, we can construct a magnetic symplectic form on T ∗Q,
ωˆ = ω + pi∗Q(dγ), and a magnetic nonholonomic Hamiltonian system (T
∗Q, ωˆ,D,H) with an
associated magnetic distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωˆK,H), which satisfies the magnetic
distributional Hamiltonian equation iXˆK ωˆ = dHK. Moreover, we can prove that the Type I and
Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem hold, for the magnetic distributional Hamiltonian system
(K, ωˆK,H). See de Leo´n and Wang [25] for more details.
4 Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a Reduced Distributional Hamil-
tonian System
In this section, we shall consider a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system with symmetry, and prove
two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for a nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian
system, which are extensions of the above two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for distribu-
tional Hamiltonian system under nonholonomic reduction. In order to do this, we need first to
describe the nonholonomic reduction and the dynamics of a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system
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with symmetry. In the following we shall state carefully how to construct the nonholonomic
reduced distributional Hamiltonian system, which has been introduced by Bates and S´niatycki
in [3], see also, Cushman et al. [11] and [12]. Now, we assume that the 5-tuple (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H)
is a D-completely and D-regularly nonholonomic Hamiltonian system with symmetry, and the
Lie group G acts smoothly on Q by the left, and we also consider the natural lifted actions on
TQ and T ∗Q, and assume that the cotangent lifted action on T ∗Q is free, proper and symplectic.
The orbit space T ∗Q/G is a smooth manifold and the canonical projection pi/G : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q/G
is a surjective submersion.
Assume that H : T ∗Q → R is a G-invariant Hamiltonian, and that the D-completely and
D-regularly nonholonomic constraints D ⊂ TQ is a G-invariant distribution, that is, the tangent
of the group action maps Dq to Dgq for any q ∈ Q. Note that the Legendre transformation
FL : TQ → T ∗Q is a fiber-preserving map, from §2, then M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q is G-invariant,
and the quotient space M¯ = M/G of the G-orbit in M is a smooth manifold with projection
pi/G :M→ M¯(⊂ T
∗Q/G), which is a surjective submersion.
Since G is the symmetry group of the system, all intrinsically defined vector fields and
distributions push down to M¯. In particular, the vector field XM on M pushes down to a
vector field XM¯ = Tpi/G ·XM, and the distribution K pushes down to a distribution Tpi/G · K
on M¯, and the Hamiltonian H pushes down to h, such that h · pi/G = τM · H. However, ωK
need not push down to a distributional two-form defined on Tpi/G · K, despite of the fact that
ωK is G-invariant. This is because there may be infinitesimal symmetry ηK that lies inM, such
that iηKωK 6= 0. From Bates and S´niatycki [3], we know that to eliminate this difficulty, ωK is
restricted to a sub-distribution U of K defined by
U = {u ∈ K | ωK(u, v) = 0, ∀ v ∈ V ∩ K},
where V is the distribution on M tangent to the orbits of G in M and is spanned by the
infinitesimal symmetries. Clearly, U and V are both G-invariant, project down to M¯ and
Tpi/G · V = 0. Define K¯ by K¯ = Tpi/G · U . Moreover, we take that ωU = τU ·ωM is the restriction
of the symplectic form ωM on T
∗M fibrewise to the distribution U , where τU is the restriction
map to distribution U , and the ωU pushes down to a non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK¯
on K¯, such that pi∗/GωK¯ = ωU . Because ωK¯ is non-degenerate as a bilinear form on each fibre of
K¯, there exists a vector field XK¯ on M¯ which takes values in the constraint distribution K¯, such
that the reduced distributional Hamiltonian equation holds, that is, iX
K¯
ωK¯ = dhK¯, where dhK¯
is the restriction of dhM¯ to K¯ and hM¯ · pi/G = HM = τM ·H is the restriction of H to M. In
addition, the vector fields XK and XK¯ are pi/G-related. Thus, the geometrical formulation of a
nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system may be summarized as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Nonholonomic Reduced Distributional Hamiltonian System) Assume that the
5-tuple (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H) is a D-completely and D-regularly nonholonomic Hamiltonian system
with symmetry, where D ⊂ TQ is a D-completely and D-regularly nonholonomic constraint of the
system, and D and H are both G-invariant. If there exists a distribution K¯, a non-degenerate dis-
tributional two-form ωK¯ and a vector field XK¯ on the constraint submanifold M¯ =M/G, where
M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q, such that the reduced distributional Hamiltonian equation iX
K¯
ωK¯ = dhK¯
holds, where h is the reduced Hamiltonian, that is, h ·pi/G = τM ·H, then the triple (K¯, ωK¯, h) is
called a nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system of the nonholonomic Hamilto-
nian system with symmetry (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H), and XK¯ is called a nonholonomic reduced dynami-
cal vector field of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h). Under
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the above circumstances, we refer to (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H) as a nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian
system with an associated nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h).
Given a nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system with symmetry (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H) with
an associated nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), and using the
non-degenerate reduced distributional two-form ωK¯ and the nonholonomic reduced dynamical
vector field XK¯, we can prove the following two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the
nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h). At first, using the fact
that the one-form γ : Q→ T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, we can prove
the Type I of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system. For convenience, the maps involved in the following theorem and its proof
are shown in Diagram-3.
M
XK

iM // T ∗Q
XH

piQ
// Q
XγH

γ
// T ∗Q
XH

pi/G
// T ∗Q/G
Xh

M¯
i
M¯oo
X
K¯

K T (T ∗Q)
τKoo TQ
Tγ
oo T (T ∗Q)
TpiQ
oo
Tpi/G
// T (T ∗Q/G)
τ
K¯ // K¯
Diagram-3
Theorem 4.2 (Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a Nonholonomic Reduced Distributional
Hamiltonian System) For the nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H)
with an associated nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), assume
that γ : Q → T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and XγH = TpiQ · XH · γ, where XH is the dy-
namical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system with symmetry
(T ∗Q,G,ω,H). Moreover, assume that Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, and
γ¯ = pi/G(γ) : Q → T
∗Q/G. If the one-form γ : Q → T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to
TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, then γ¯ is a solution of the equation T γ¯ ·XγH = XK¯ · γ¯. Here XK¯ is the dy-
namical vector field of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h).
The equation T γ¯ ·XγH = XK¯ · γ¯, is called the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the non-
holonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h).
Proof: At first, from Theorem 3.4, we know that γ is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation Tγ ·XγH = XK · γ. Next, we note that Im(γ) ⊂M, and it is G-invariant, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K,
and hence Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯, in this case, pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯ = τU · ωM = τU · i
∗
M · ω, along Im(T γ¯).
Thus, using the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK¯, from Lemma 3.3, if we take that
v = τK¯ ·Tpi/G ·XH · γ = XK¯ · γ¯ ∈ K¯, and for any w ∈ F , Tλ(w) 6= 0, and τK¯ ·Tpi/G ·w 6= 0, then
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we have that
ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
γ
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w) = ωK¯(τK¯ · T (pi/G · γ) ·X
γ
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(Tγ ·X
γ
H , w) = τU · i
∗
M · ω(Tγ ·X
γ
H , w)
= τU · i
∗
M · ω(T (γ · piQ) ·XH · γ, w)
= τU · i
∗
M · (ω(XH · γ, w − T (γ · piQ) · w) − dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)))
= τU · i
∗
M · ω(XH · γ, w)− τU · i
∗
M · ω(XH · γ, T (γ · piQ) · w)
− τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(XH · γ, w)− pi
∗
/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(XH · γ, T (γ · piQ) · w)
− τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH · γ), τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH · γ), τK¯ · T (pi/G · γ) · TpiQ(w))
− τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH) · pi/G(γ), τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH) · pi/G(γ), τK¯ · T γ¯ · TpiQ(w))
− τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωK¯(XK¯ · γ¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(XK¯ · γ¯, T γ¯ · TpiQ(w)) − τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)),
where we have used that τK¯ ·Tpi/G(XH)·γ¯ = τK¯ ·Xh ·γ¯ = XK¯ ·γ¯, and τK¯ ·T γ¯ = T γ¯, since Im(T γ¯) ⊂
K¯. If the one-form γ : Q → T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, then we
have that dγ(TpiQ(XH ·γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0, since XH ·γ, w ∈ F , and TpiQ(XH ·γ), TpiQ(w) ∈ D,
and hence
τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0,
and
ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
γ
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(XK¯ · γ¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w) = −ωK¯(XK¯ · γ¯, T γ¯ · TpiQ(w)). (4.1)
If γ¯ satisfies the equation T γ¯ ·XγH = XK¯ · γ¯, from Lemma 3.3(i) we know that the right side of
(4.1) becomes
−ωK¯(XK¯ · γ¯, T γ¯ · TpiQ(w)) = −ωK¯ · τK¯(T γ¯ ·X
γ
H , T γ¯ · TpiQ(w))
= −γ¯∗ωK¯ · τK¯(TpiQ ·XH · γ, TpiQ(w))
= −γ∗ · pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(TpiQ ·XH · γ, TpiQ(w))
= −γ∗ · τU · i
∗
M · ω(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= −τU · i
∗
M · γ
∗ω(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0,
where γ∗ · τU · i
∗
M · ω = τU · i
∗
M · γ
∗ · ω, because Im(γ) ⊂ M. But, because the reduced distri-
butional two-form ωK¯ is non-degenerate, the left side of (4.1) equals zero, only when γ¯ satisfies
the equation T γ¯ ·XγH = XK¯ · γ¯. Thus, if the one-form γ : Q→ T
∗Q is closed on D with respect
to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, then γ¯ must be a solution of the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation
T γ¯ ·XγH = XK¯ · γ¯. 
Next, for any G-invariant symplectic map ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q, we can prove the following Type II
of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian
system. For convenience, the maps involved in the following theorem and its proof are shown in
Diagram-4.
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MXK

iM // T ∗Q
XH·ε

XεH
##❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
piQ
// Q
γ
// T ∗Q
XH

pi/G
// T ∗Q/G
Xh

M¯
i
M¯oo
X
K¯

K T (T ∗Q)
τKoo TQ
Tγ
oo T (T ∗Q)
TpiQ
oo
Tpi/G
// T (T ∗Q/G)
τ
K¯ // K¯
Diagram-4
Theorem 4.3 (Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a Nonholonomic Reduced Distribu-
tional Hamiltonian System) For the nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H)
with an associated nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), assume
that γ : Q → T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q → T ∗Q, and for any G-
invariant symplectic map ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q, denote by XεH = TpiQ · XH · ε, where XH is the
dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system with symmetry
(T ∗Q,G,ω,H). Moreover, assume that Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, and
γ¯ = pi/G(γ) : Q→ T
∗Q/G, and λ¯ = pi/G(λ) : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q/G, and ε¯ = pi/G(ε) : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q/G.
Then ε and ε¯ satisfy the equation τK¯ ·T ε¯·Xh·ε¯ = T λ¯·XH ·ε, if and only if they satisfy the equation
T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯. Here Xh·ε¯ is the Hamiltonian vector field of the function h · ε¯ : T
∗Q→ R, and
XK¯ is the dynamical vector field of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system
(K¯, ωK¯, h). The equation T γ¯ ·X
ε
H = XK¯ · ε¯, is called the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for
the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h).
Proof: In the same way, we note that Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K,
and hence Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯, in this case, pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯ = τU · ωM = τU · i
∗
M · ω, along Im(T γ¯).
Thus, using the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK¯, from Lemma 3.3, if we take that
v = τK¯ · Tpi/G ·XH · ε = XK¯ · ε¯ ∈ K¯, and for any w ∈ F , Tλ(w) 6= 0, and τK¯ · Tpi/G ·w 6= 0, then
we have that
ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
ε
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w) = ωK¯(τK¯ · T (pi/G · γ) ·X
ε
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w) = τU · i
∗
M · ω(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w)
= τU · i
∗
M · ω(T (γ · piQ) ·XH · ε, w)
= τU · i
∗
M · (ω(XH · ε, w − T (γ · piQ) · w)− dγ(TpiQ(XH · ε), TpiQ(w)))
= τU · i
∗
M · ω(XH · ε, w)− τU · i
∗
M · ω(XH · ε, Tλ · w)− τU · i
∗
M · dγ(TpiQ(XH · ε), TpiQ(w))
= pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(XH · ε, w)− pi
∗
/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(XH · ε, Tλ · w) + τU · i
∗
M · λ
∗ω(XH · ε, w)
= ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH · ε), τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH · ε), τK¯ · T (pi/G · λ) · w)
+ pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(Tλ ·XH · ε, Tλ · w)
= ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH) · pi/G(ε), τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G(XH) · pi/G(ε), τK¯ · T λ¯ · w)
+ ωK¯(τK¯ · Tpi/G · Tλ ·XH · ε, τK¯ · Tpi/G · Tλ · w)
= ωK¯(XK¯ · ε¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w) − ωK¯(τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯, T λ¯ · w) + ωK¯(T λ¯ ·XH · ε, T λ¯ · w),
where we have used that τK¯ ·Tpi/G(XH) · ε¯ = τK¯(Xh) · ε¯ = XK¯ · ε¯, and τK¯ ·Tpi/G ·Tλ = T λ¯, since
Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯. Note that ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is symplectic, and ε¯∗ = ε∗ ·pi∗/G : T
∗(T ∗Q)/G→ T ∗T ∗Q
is also symplectic along ε¯, and hence Xh ·ε¯ = T ε¯·Xh·ε¯, along ε¯, and hence τK¯ ·Xh ·ε¯ = τK¯ ·T ε¯·Xh·ε¯,
along ε¯. Then we have that
ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
ε
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(XK¯ · ε¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= −ωK¯(τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯, T λ¯ · w) + ωK¯(T λ¯ ·XH · ε, T λ¯ · w)
= ωK¯(T λ¯ ·XH · ε− τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯, T λ¯ · w).
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Because the distributional two-form ωK¯ is non-degenerate, it follows that the equation T γ¯ ·X
ε
H =
XK¯ · ε¯, is equivalent to the equation T λ¯ ·XH ·ε = τK¯ ·T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯. Thus, ε and ε¯ satisfy the equation
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯, if and only if they satisfy the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation
T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯. 
For the nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H) with an associated
nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), we know that the nonholo-
nomic dynamical vector field XK and the nonholonomic reduced dynamical vector field XK¯ are
pi/G-related, that is, XK¯ · pi/G = Tpi/G · XK. Then we can prove the following Theorem 4.4,
which states the relationship between the solutions of Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations and
nonholonomic reduction.
Theorem 4.4 For the nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,D,H) with an
associated nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), assume that γ :
Q → T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q → T ∗Q, and ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q is
a G-invariant symplectic map. Moreover, assume that Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant,
Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, and γ¯ = pi/G(γ) : Q → T
∗Q/G, and λ¯ = pi/G(λ) : T
∗Q → T ∗Q/G, and ε¯ =
pi/G(ε) : T
∗Q → T ∗Q/G. Then ε is a solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
Tγ ·XεH = XK · ε, for the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H), if and only if ε and ε¯
satisfy the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯, for the nonholonomic reduced
distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h).
Proof: Note that Im(γ) ⊂ M, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, and hence Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯, in this case, pi∗/G ·
ωK¯ · τK¯ = τU · ωM = τU · i
∗
M · ω, along Im(T γ¯), and τK¯ · T γ¯ = T γ¯, τK¯ · XK¯ = XK¯. Since
nonholonomic vector field XK and the nonholonomic reduced vector field XK¯ are pi/G-related,
that is, XK¯ · pi/G = Tpi/G · XK, using the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK¯, we have
that
ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
ε
H −XK¯ · ε¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
ε
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(XK¯ · ε¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= ωK¯(τK¯ · T γ¯ ·X
ε
H , τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯(τK¯ ·XK¯ · pi/G · ε, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= ωK¯ · τK¯(Tpi/G · Tγ ·X
ε
H , Tpi/G · w)− ωK¯ · τK¯(Tpi/G ·XK · ε, Tpi/G · w)
= pi∗/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w)− pi
∗
/G · ωK¯ · τK¯(XK · ε, w)
= τU · i
∗
M · ω(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w)− τU · i
∗
M · ω(XK · ε, w).
In the case we considered, τU · i
∗
M · ω = τK · i
∗
M · ω = ωK · τK, and τK · Tγ = Tγ, τK ·XK = XK,
since Im(γ) ⊂M, and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K. Thus, we have that
ωK¯(T γ¯ ·X
ε
H −XK¯ · ε¯, τK¯ · Tpi/G · w)
= ωK · τK(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w)− ωK · τK(XK · ε, w)
= ωK(τK · Tγ ·X
ε
H , τK · w)− ωK(τK ·XK · ε, τK · w)
= ωK(Tγ ·X
ε
H −XK · ε, τK · w).
Because the distributional two-form ωK and the reduced distributional two-form ωK¯ are non-
degenerate, it follows that the equation T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯, is equivalent to the equation Tγ ·X
ε
H =
XK · ε. Thus, ε is a solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation Tγ ·X
ε
H = XK · ε, for
the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H), if and only if ε and ε¯ satisfy the Type II
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of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯ · XεH = XK¯ · ε¯, for the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h). 
Remark 4.5 It is worthy of note that, since the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamilto-
nian system may not be a Hamiltonian system, then we can not describe the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for a nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system from the viewpoint of
generating function as in the classical case. Thus, the formulations of Type I and Type II of
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system, given
by Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, have more extensive sense. On the other hand, if γ is a solu-
tion of the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation, that is, XH · γ = 0, then X
γ
H = TpiQ ·XH · γ = 0,
and hence from the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation, we have that XK¯ · γ¯ = T γ¯ · X
γ
H = 0.
Because the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation XH ·γ = 0, shows that the dynamical vector field
of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,ω,H) is degenerate along γ, then
the equation XK¯ ·γ¯ = 0, shows that the dynamical vector field of the nonholonomic reduced distri-
butional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) is degenerate along γ¯. The equation XK¯ · γ¯ = 0 is called
the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian
system (K¯, ωK¯, h). In addition, for a symplectic map ε : T
∗Q → T ∗Q, if XH · ε = 0, then from
the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation, we have that XK¯ · ε¯ = T γ¯ · X
ε
H = 0. But, from the
equation T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯, we know that the equation XK¯ · ε¯ = 0 is not equivalent to
the equation Xh·ε¯ = 0.
5 Nonholonomic Hamiltonian System with Symmetry and Mo-
mentum Map
As it is well known that momentum map is a very important notion in modern study of geomet-
ric mechanics, and it is a geometric generalization of the classical linear and angular momentum.
A fundamental fact about momentum map is that if the Hamiltonian H is invariant under the
action of a Lie group G, then the vector valued function J is a constant of the motion for the
dynamics of the Hamiltonian vector field XH associated to H, that is, all momentum maps
are conserved quantities. Moreover, momentum map has infinitesimal equivariance, such that
it plays an important role in the study of reduction theory of Hamiltonian systems with sym-
metries, see Marsden [27], Marsden et al. [28], and Marsden et al. [29]. Now, it is a natural
problem what and how we could do, when the Hamiltonian system we considered has nonholo-
nomic constrains, and the Lie group G is not Abelian, and Gµ 6= G, where Gµ is the isotropy
subgroup of coadjoint G-action at the point µ ∈ g∗, and hence the above procedure of nonholo-
nomic reduction given in §4 does not work or is not efficient enough. In this section, we shall
consider a nonholonomic Hamiltonian system with symmetry and momentum map, and give
two types of Hamilton-Jacobi theorem of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian
system with respect to momentum map. At first, we need to give carefully a geometric formu-
lation of the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system, by using momentum
map and the nonholonomic Marsden-Weinstein reduction. Now, we assume that the 6-tuple
(T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H) is a D-completely and D-regularly nonholonomic Hamiltonian system with
symmetry and momentum map, and the Lie group G, which may not be Abelian, acts smoothly
by the left on Q, its tangent lifted action on TQ and its cotangent lifted action on T ∗Q, and we
assume that the action is free, proper and symplectic, and admits a Ad∗-equivariant momentum
map J : T ∗Q → g∗, where g is a Lie algebra of G and g∗ is the dual of g. Let µ ∈ g∗ be a
regular value of J and denote by Gµ the isotropy subgroup of the coadjoint G-action at the
point µ ∈ g∗, which is defined by Gµ = {g ∈ G|Ad
∗
g µ = µ}. Since Gµ(⊂ G) acts freely and
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properly on Q and on T ∗Q, then Gµ acts also freely and properly on J
−1(µ), so that the space
(T ∗Q)µ = J
−1(µ)/Gµ is a symplectic manifold with symplectic form ωµ uniquely characterized
by the relation
pi∗µωµ = i
∗
µω. (5.1)
The map iµ : J
−1(µ)→ T ∗Q is the inclusion and piµ : J
−1(µ)→ (T ∗Q)µ is the projection. The
pair ((T ∗Q)µ, ωµ) is the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space of (T
∗Q,ω) at µ.
Remark 5.1 Let (T ∗Q,ω) be a connected symplectic manifold, and J : T ∗Q → g∗ a non-
equivariant momentum map with a non-equivariance group one-cocycle σ : G → g∗, which is
defined by σ(g) := J(g · z) − Ad∗g−1 J(z), where g ∈ G and z ∈ T
∗Q. Then we know that σ
produces a new affine action Θ : G × g∗ → g∗ defined by Θ(g, µ) := Ad∗g−1 µ + σ(g), where
µ ∈ g∗, with respect to which the given momentum map J is equivariant. Assume that G acts
freely and properly on T ∗Q, and G˜µ denotes the isotropy subgroup of µ ∈ g
∗ relative to this
affine action Θ and µ is a regular value of J. Then the quotient space (T ∗Q)µ = J
−1(µ)/G˜µ is
also a symplectic manifold with symplectic form ωµ uniquely characterized by (5.1), see Ortega
and Ratiu [35].
Assume that H : T ∗Q → R is a G-invariant Hamiltonian, and the D-completely and D-
regularly nonholonomic constraints D ⊂ TQ is a G-invariant distribution. From §2, in the same
way given by Bates and S´niatycki in [3], by using the Legendre transformation FL : TQ→ T ∗Q,
we can define the constraint submanifold M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q and the distribution F which
is the pre-image of the nonholonomic constraints D for the map TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ, that
is, F = (TpiQ)
−1(D), and K = F ∩ TM. Moreover, we can also define the distributional
two-form ωK, a vector field XK and dHK, such that iXKωK = dHK. Since D ⊂ TQ is a G-
invariant distribution, and the Legendre transformation FL : TQ → T ∗Q is a fiber-preserving
map, then M = FL(D) ⊂ T ∗Q is G-invariant. For a regular value µ ∈ g∗ of the momentum
map J : T ∗Q → g∗, we shall assume that M ∩ J−1(µ) 6= ∅. Note that M is also Gµ(⊂ G)
action invariant, and so is J−1(µ), because J is Ad∗-equivariant. It follows that the quotient
space Mµ = (M∩ J
−1(µ))/Gµ ⊂ (T
∗Q)µ, which is the Gµ-orbit in M∩ J
−1(µ), is a smooth
manifold with projection piµ : M ∩ J
−1(µ) → Mµ which is a surjective submersion. Denote
by iMµ : Mµ → (T
∗Q)µ, and ωMµ = i
∗
Mµ
ωµ, that is, the symplectic form ωMµ is induced
from the reduced symplectic form ωµ on (T
∗Q)µ, where i
∗
Mµ
: T ∗(T ∗Q)µ → T
∗Mµ. Moreover,
the distribution F pushes down to a distribution Fµ = Tpiµ · F on (T
∗Q)µ, and we define
Kµ = Fµ ∩ TMµ. Assume that ωKµ = τKµ · ωMµ is the restriction of the symplectic form ωMµ
on T ∗Mµ fibrewise to the distribution Kµ of the reduced constraint submanifold Mµ, where
τKµ is the restriction map to distribution Kµ. From the construction and the result in Bates and
S´niatycki [3], we know that ωKµ is non-degenerate, and we call ωKµ as a reduced distributional
two-form to avoid any confusion. Because ωKµ is non-degenerate as a bilinear form on each fibre
of Kµ, there exists a vector field XKµ on Mµ, which takes values in the constraint distribution
Kµ, such that the reduced distributional Hamiltonian equation holds, that is, iXKµωKµ = dhKµ , if
the admissibility condition dimMµ = rankFµ and the compatibility condition TMµ∩F
⊥
µ = {0}
hold, where F⊥µ denotes the symplectic orthogonal of Fµ with respect to the reduced symplectic
form ωµ, and dhKµ is the restriction of dhMµ to Kµ, and hMµ = τMµ · h is the restriction of h
to Mµ, and h is the reduced Hamiltonian function h : (T
∗Q)µ → R defined by h · piµ = H · iµ.
Thus, the geometrical formulation of the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian
system may be summarized as follows.
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Definition 5.2 (J-Nonholonomic Reduced Distributional Hamiltonian System) Assume that the
6-tuple (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H) is a D-completely and D-regularly nonholonomic Hamiltonian sys-
tem with symmetry and momentum map, where D ⊂ TQ is a D-completely and D-regularly
nonholonomic constraint of the system, and D and H are both G-invariant. For a regular value
µ ∈ g∗ of the momentum map J : T ∗Q → g∗, assume that there exists a distribution Kµ,
a non-degenerate reduced distributional two-form ωKµ and a vector field XKµ on the reduced
constraint submanifold Mµ = (M∩ J
−1(µ))/Gµ, where M = FL(D), and M∩ J
−1(µ) 6= ∅,
and Gµ = {g ∈ G | Ad
∗
g µ = µ}, such that the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamil-
tonian equation iXKµωKµ = dhKµ holds, where dhKµ is the restriction of dhMµ to Kµ, and
hMµ = τMµ · h is the restriction of h to Mµ, and h is the reduced Hamiltonian function
h : (T ∗Q)µ → R defined by h·piµ = H ·iµ. Then the triple (Kµ, ωKµ , h) is called a J-nonholonomic
reduced distributional Hamiltonian system of the nonholonomic Hamiltonian system with symme-
try and momentum map (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H), and XKµ is called a J-nonholonomic reduced vector
field, which is the dynamical vector field of the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamil-
tonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h). Under the above circumstances, we refer to (T
∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H)
as a J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system with an associated J-nonholonomic reduced
distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h).
Given a J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system with symmetry and momentum map
(T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H) with an associated J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian sys-
tem (Kµ, ωKµ , h), and using the non-degenerate reduced distributional two-form ωKµ and the
J-nonholonomic reduced dynamical vector field XKµ , we can prove the following two types of
Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system
(Kµ, ωKµ , h). At first, by using the fact that the one-form γ : Q → T
∗Q is closed on D with
respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, we can prove the Type I of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem
for the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system. For convenience, the maps
involved in the following theorem and its proof are shown in Diagram-5.
J−1(µ)
iµ
// T ∗Q
piQ
// Q
XγH

γ
// T ∗Q
XH

piµ
// (T ∗Q)µ
Xhµ

Mµ
iMµ
oo
XKµ

T (T ∗Q) TQ
Tγ
oo T (T ∗Q)
TpiQ
oo
Tpiµ
// T (T ∗Q)µ
τKµ
// Kµ
Diagram-5
Theorem 5.3 (Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a J-nonholonomic Reduced Distribu-
tional Hamiltonian System) For the J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,
D,H) with an associated J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h),
assume that γ : Q → T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and XγH = TpiQ · XH · γ, where XH is
the dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system with sym-
metry and momentum map (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,H). Moreover, assume that µ ∈ g∗ is a regular
value of the momentum map J, and Im(γ) ⊂ M ∩ J−1(µ), and that it is Gµ-invariant, and
γ¯µ = piµ(γ) : Q → Mµ, and Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ. If the one-form γ : Q → T
∗Q is closed on D with
respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, then γ¯µ is a solution of the equation T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H = XKµ · γ¯µ. Here
XKµ is the dynamical vector field of the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian sys-
tem (Kµ, ωKµ , h). The equation T γ¯µ · X
γ
H = XKµ · γ¯µ, is called the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h).
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Proof: At first, from Theorem 3.4, we know that γ is a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation Tγ · XγH = XK · γ. Next, we note that Im(γ) ⊂ M ∩ J
−1(µ), and Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ, in
this case, ωKµ · τKµ = τKµ · ωMµ = τKµ · i
∗
Mµ
· ωµ, along Im(T γ¯µ), and pi
∗
µωµ = i
∗
µω = ω, along
Im(γ). Thus, using the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional two-form ωKµ , from Lemma 3.3,
if we take that v = τKµ · Tpiµ · XH · γ = XKµ · γ¯µ ∈ Kµ, and for any w ∈ F , Tλ(w) 6= 0, and
τKµ · Tpiµ · w 6= 0, then we have that
ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w) = ωKµ(τKµ · T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= τKµ · ωMµ(T (piµ · γ) ·X
γ
H , Tpiµ · w) = τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ · Tγ ·X
γ
H , Tpiµ · w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(Tγ · TpiQ ·XH · γ, w) = τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ω(T (γ · piQ) ·XH · γ, w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · (ω(XH · γ, w − T (γ · piQ) · w)− dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)))
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(XH · γ, w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(XH · γ, T (γ · piQ) · w)
− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ(XH · γ), Tpiµ · w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ · (XH · γ), T (piµ · γ) · TpiQ(w))
− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Xh · γ¯µ, Tpiµ · w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Xh · γ¯µ, T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w))
− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · γ¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · γ¯µ, τKµ · T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w))
− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= ωKµ(XKµ · γ¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(XKµ · γ¯µ, T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w))
− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)),
where we have used that τKµ · T γ¯µ = T γ¯µ, and τKµ ·Xh · γ¯µ = XKµ · γ¯µ, since Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ.
If the one-form γ : Q→ T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, then we have
that dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0, since XH · γ, w ∈ F , and TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w) ∈ D, and
hence
τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0,
and
ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(XKµ · γ¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= −ωKµ(XKµ · γ¯µ, T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w)). (5.2)
If γ¯µ satisfies the equation T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H = XKµ · γ¯µ, from Lemma 3.3(i) we know that the right side
of (5.2) becomes
−ωKµ(XKµ · γ¯µ, τKµ · T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w)) = −ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H , T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w))
= −ωKµ(τKµT γ¯µ ·X
γ
H , τKµ · T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w))
= −τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H , T γ¯µ · TpiQ(w))
= −τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · γ¯
∗
µ · ωµ(TpiQ ·XH · γ, TpiQ(w))
= −τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · γ
∗ · pi∗µ · ωµ(TpiQ ·XH · γ, TpiQ(w))
= −τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · γ
∗ω(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w))
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · γ), TpiQ(w)) = 0.
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But, because the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional two-form ωKµ is non-degenerate, the
left side of (5.2) equals zero, only when γ¯µ satisfies the equation T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H = XKµ · γ¯µ. Thus, if
the one-form γ : Q→ T ∗Q is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, then γ¯µ must be
a solution of the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯µ ·X
γ
H = XKµ · γ¯µ. 
Next, for any Gµ-invariant symplectic map ε : T
∗Q → T ∗Q, we can prove the following
Type II of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system. For convenience, the maps involved in the following theorem and its proof
are shown in Diagram-6.
J−1(µ)
iµ
// T ∗Q
XH·ε

XεH
##❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
piQ
// Q
γ
// T ∗Q
XH

Xhµ ·ε¯
&&▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
piµ
// (T ∗Q)µ
Xhµ

Mµ
iMµ
oo
XKµ

T (T ∗Q) TQ
Tγ
oo T (T ∗Q)
TpiQ
oo
Tpiµ
// T (T ∗Q)µ
τKµ
// Kµ
Diagram-6
Theorem 5.4 (Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi Theorem for a J-nonholonomic Reduced Distribu-
tional Hamiltonian System) For the J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,
D,H) with an associated J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h),
assume that γ : Q → T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q → T ∗Q, and
for any symplectic map ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q, denote by XεH = TpiQ · XH · ε, where XH is the
dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system with symmetry
and momentum map (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,H). Moreover, assume that µ ∈ g∗ is a regular value of
the momentum map J, and Im(γ) ⊂ M ∩ J−1(µ), and that it is Gµ-invariant, and ε is Gµ-
invariant and ε(J−1(µ)) ⊂ J−1(µ). Denote by γ¯µ = piµ(γ) : Q →Mµ, and Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ, and
λ¯µ = piµ(λ) : J
−1(µ)(⊂ T ∗Q) → Mµ, and ε¯µ = piµ(ε) : J
−1(µ)(⊂ T ∗Q) → Mµ. Then ε and
ε¯µ satisfy the equation τKµ · T ε¯(Xh·ε¯µ) = T λ¯µ · XH · ε, if and only if they satisfy the equation
T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H = XKµ · ε¯µ. Here Xh·ε¯µ is the Hamiltonian vector field of the function h · ε¯µ : T
∗Q→ R,
and XKµ is the dynamical vector field of the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian
system (Kµ, ωKµ , h). The equation T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H = XKµ · ε¯µ, is called the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h).
Proof: At first, we note that Im(γ) ⊂M∩J−1(µ), and Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ, in this case, ωKµ ·τKµ =
τKµ · ωMµ = τKµ · i
∗
Mµ
· ωµ, along Im(T γ¯µ), and pi
∗
µωµ = i
∗
µω = ω, along Im(γ). Thus, using
the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional two-form ωKµ , from Lemma 3.3, if we take that
v = τKµ · Tpiµ ·XH · ε = XKµ · ε¯µ ∈ Kµ, and for any w ∈ F , Tλ(w) 6= 0, and τKµ · Tpiµ · w 6= 0,
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then we have that
ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w) = ωKµ(τKµ · T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= τKµ · ωMµ(T (piµ · γ) ·X
ε
H , Tpiµ · w) = τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ · Tγ ·X
ε
H , Tpiµ · w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(Tγ · TpiQ ·XH · ε, w) = τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ω(T (γ · piQ) ·XH · ε, w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · (ω(XH · ε, w − T (γ · piQ) · w)− dγ(TpiQ(XH · ε), TpiQ(w)))
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ω(XH · ε, w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ω(XH · ε, Tλ · w)
− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · dγ(TpiQ(XH · ε), TpiQ(w))
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(XH · ε, w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(XH · ε, Tλ · w)
+ τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · λ
∗ω(XH · ε, w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ(XH · ε), Tpiµ · w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ · (XH · ε), T (piµ · λ) · w)
+ τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(Tλ ·XH · ε, Tλ · w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ(XH) · piµ(ε), Tpiµ · w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ(XH) · piµ(ε), T λ¯µ · w)
+ τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ · Tλ ·XH · ε, Tpiµ · Tλ · w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Xh · ε¯µ, Tpiµ · w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Xh · ε¯µ, T λ¯µ · w)
+ τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(T λ¯µ ·XH · ε, T λ¯µ · w)
= ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · ε¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · ε¯µ, τKµ · T λ¯µ · w)
+ ωKµ(τKµ · T λ¯µ ·XH · ε, τKµ · T λ¯µ · w)
= ωKµ(XKµ · ε¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · ε¯µ, T λ¯µ · w)
+ ωKµ(T λ¯µ ·XH · ε, T λ¯µ · w),
where we have used that τKµ · T γ¯µ = T γ¯µ, and τKµ · Xh · ε¯µ = XKµ · ε¯µ, since Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ.
Note that ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q is symplectic, and pi∗µωµ = i
∗
µω = ω, along Im(γ), and hence
ε¯µ = piµ(ε) : T
∗Q → (T ∗Q)µ is also symplectic along Im(γ), and hence Xh · ε¯µ = T ε¯µ · Xh·ε¯µ ,
along ε¯µ, and hence τKµ ·Xh · ε¯µ = τKµ · T λ¯µ ·Xh·ε¯µ, along ε¯µ, because Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ. Then we
have that
ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(XKµ · ε¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= −ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · ε¯µ, T λ¯µ · w) + ωKµ(T λ¯µ ·XH · ε, T λ¯µ · w)
= ωKµ(T λ¯µ ·XH · ε− τKµ · T ε¯µ ·Xh·ε¯µ, T λ¯µ · w).
Because the distributional two-form ωKµ is non-degenerate, it follows that the equation T γ¯µ ·
XεH = XKµ · ε¯µ, is equivalent to the equation T λ¯µ · XH · ε = τKµ · T ε¯µ · Xh·ε¯µ. Thus, ε and ε¯µ
satisfy the equation T λ¯µ · XH · ε = τKµ · T ε¯µ · Xh·ε¯µ , if and only if they satisfy the Type II of
Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H = XKµ · ε¯µ. 
Remark 5.5 If the reducible Hamiltonian system we considered has not any constrains, in this
case, the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system is just the regular point
reduced Hamiltonian system itself. From the above Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi
theorems, that is, Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4, we can get the Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4
in Wang [43]. It shows that Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 are the generalization of two types
of geometric Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the regular point reducible Hamiltonian system given
in [43] to the nonholonomic context.
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Remark 5.6 It is worthy of note that, in general, the dynamical vector field of the J-nonholonomic
reducible Hamiltonian system may not be Hamiltonian, and the J-nonholonomic reduced distri-
butional Hamiltonian system is not yet a Hamiltonian system, and hence we can not describe
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system
from the viewpoint of generating function as in the classical case. Thus, the formulations of
Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a J-nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system, given by Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4, have more extensive sense. On
the other hand, if γ is a solution of the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation, that is, XH · γ = 0,
then XγH = TpiQ ·XH · γ = 0, and hence from the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation, we have
that XKµ · γ¯µ = T γ¯µ · X
γ
H = 0. Because the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation XH · γ = 0,
shows that the dynamical vector field of the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system
(T ∗Q,ω,H) is degenerate along γ, then the equation XKµ · γ¯µ = 0, shows that the dynamical
vector field of the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h) is de-
generate along γ¯µ. The equation XKµ · γ¯µ = 0 is called the classical Hamilton-Jacobi equation for
the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h). In addition, for a
symplectic map ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q, if XH · ε = 0, then from the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion, we have that XKµ · ε¯µ = T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H = 0. But, from the equation T λ¯µ ·XH ·ε = τKµ ·T ε¯µ ·Xh·ε¯µ ,
we know that the equation XKµ · ε¯µ = 0 is not equivalent to the equation Xh·ε¯µ = 0.
Remark 5.7 If (T ∗Q,ω) is a connected symplectic manifold, and J : T ∗Q → g∗ is a non-
equivariant momentum map with a non-equivariance group one-cocycle σ : G → g∗, in this
case, we can also define the J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H)
with an associated J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h), and
prove the Type I and Type II of the Hamilton-Jacobi theorem for the J-nonholonomic reduced
distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h) by using a similar way as above, in which the
reduced space ((T ∗Q)µ, ωµ) is determined by the affine action given in Remark 5.1.
For the J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H) with an associ-
ated J- nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h), we know that
the dynamical vector fields XH and Xh are piµ-related, that is, Xh · piµ = Tpiµ ·XH · iµ. Then
we can prove the following Theorem 5.8, which states the relationship between the solutions of
Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations and J-nonholonomic reduction.
Theorem 5.8 For the J-nonholonomic reducible Hamiltonian system (T ∗Q,G,ω,J,D,H) with
an associated J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h), assume
that γ : Q→ T ∗Q is an one-form on Q, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q, and ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is a
symplectic map. Moreover, assume that µ ∈ g∗ is a regular value of the momentum map J, and
Im(γ) ⊂M∩J−1(µ), and that it is Gµ-invariant, and ε is Gµ-invariant and ε(J
−1(µ)) ⊂ J−1(µ).
Denote by γ¯µ = piµ(γ) : Q → Mµ, and Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ, and λ¯µ = piµ(λ) : J
−1(µ)(⊂ T ∗Q) →
(T ∗Q)µ, and ε¯µ = piµ(ε) : J
−1(µ)(⊂ T ∗Q) → (T ∗Q)µ. Then ε is a solution of the Type II of
Hamilton-Jacobi equation Tγ ·XεH = XK·ε, for the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H),
if and only if ε and ε¯µ satisfy the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H = XKµ · ε¯µ, for
the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h).
Proof: Note that Im(γ) ⊂M∩J−1(µ), and Im(T γ¯µ) ⊂ Kµ, in this case, ωKµ ·τKµ = τKµ ·ωMµ =
τKµ · i
∗
Mµ
· ωµ, along Im(T γ¯µ), and pi
∗
µωµ = i
∗
µω = ω, along Im(γ), and τKµ · T γ¯µ = T γ¯µ,
and τKµ · Xh = XKµ . Since the dynamical vector fields XH and Xh are piµ-related, that is,
Xh ·piµ = Tpiµ ·XH · iµ, using the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional two-form ωKµ , we have
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that
ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H −XKµ · ε¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(XKµ · ε¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= ωKµ(τKµ · T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H , τKµ · Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ(τKµ ·Xh · piµ · ε, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= ωKµ · τKµ(Tpiµ · Tγ ·X
ε
H , Tpiµ · w)− ωKµ · τKµ(Tpiµ ·XH · ε, Tpiµ · w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ · Tγ ·X
ε
H , Tpiµ · w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ωµ(Tpiµ ·XH · ε, Tpiµ · w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · pi
∗
µωµ(XH · ε, w)
= τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ω(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w)− τKµ · i
∗
Mµ · ω(XH · ε, w).
In the case we considered, τKµ · i
∗
Mµ
·ω = τK · i
∗
M ·ω = ωK · τK, and τK ·Tγ = Tγ, τK ·XH = XK,
since Im(γ) ⊂M, and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K. Thus, we have that
ωKµ(T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H −XKµ · ε¯µ, τKµ · Tpiµ · w)
= ωK · τK(Tγ ·X
ε
H , w) − ωK · τK(XH · ε, w)
= ωK(τK · Tγ ·X
ε
H , τK · w)− ωK(τK ·XH · ε, τK · w)
= ωK(Tγ ·X
ε
H , τK · w) − ωK(XK · ε, τK · w)
= ωK(Tγ ·X
ε
H −XK · ε, τK · w).
Because the distributional two-form ωK and the reduced distributional two-form ωKµ are non-
degenerate, it follows that the equation T γ¯µ · X
ε
H = XKµ · ε¯µ, is equivalent to the equation
Tγ·XεH = XK·ε. Thus, ε is a solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation Tγ·X
ε
H = XK·ε,
for the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H), if and only if ε and ε¯µ satisfy the Type II
of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯µ ·X
ε
H = XKµ · ε¯µ, for the J-nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system (Kµ, ωKµ , h). 
6 Applications
In this section, in order to illustrate the Hamilton-Jacobi theory for the nonholonomic reducible
Hamiltonian system with symmetry, we shall discuss the following two examples: (1) the motion
of constrained particle in space R3; (2) the motion of vertical rolling disk. These two examples
are classical in the theory of nonholonomic mechanical systems. We shall follow the notations
and conventions introduced in Bates and S´niatycki [3], Bloch [4], Jotz and Ratiu [16], and
Wang [43].
6.1 The constrained particle in R3
In this subsection, we consider the motion of constrained particle in space R3, and obtain
explicitly the motion equations and the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations of
this problem. The configuration space of motion of the constrained particle in space is Q = R3,
whose coordinates are denoted by q = (x, y, z), its velocity space is TR3, and the phase space is
T ∗R3 with canonical symplectic form ω = dx ∧ dpx + dy ∧ dpy + dz ∧ dpz. The constraints on
the velocities are given by
D = {(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) ∈ TR
3| vz = σ(y)vx},
where σ(y) is a smooth function. For any q ∈ Q, D(q) = Span{∂x + σ(y)∂z, ∂y}. Note that
[∂x + σ(y)∂z , ∂y] = [∂x, ∂y] + [σ(y)∂z , ∂y] = σ
′(y)∂z ,
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which is nonzero everywhere if σ′(y) 6= 0, then D is nonholonomic and it is completely non-
holonomic, that is, D along with all of its iterated Lie brackets [D,D], [D, [D,D]], · · · spans
the tangent bundle TQ. The Lagrangian L : TR3 → R is the kinetic energy of the Euclidean
metric of R3, that is, L = 12(v
2
x + v
2
y + v
2
z), which is simple and it is hyperregular, and hence
the system is D-regular automatically. The momenta are px =
∂L
∂x˙ = vx, py =
∂L
∂y˙ = vy, and
pz =
∂L
∂z˙ = vz = σ(y)px, and the Hamiltonian H : T
∗
R
3 → R is given by H = 12(p
2
x + p
2
y + p
2
z).
The unconstrained Hamiltonian vector field is XH = px∂x+py∂y+pz∂z. By using the Legendre
transformation
FL : TR3 → T ∗R3, FL(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz) = (x, y, z, px, py, pz),
the constraint submanifold M = FL(D) is given by
M = {(x, y, z, px, py, pz) ∈ T
∗Q| pz = σ(y)px}.
Moreover, define F = (TpiQ)
−1(D), and the compatibility condition TM∩ F⊥ = {0} holds,
where F⊥ denotes the symplectic orthogonal of F with respect to the canonical symplectic form
ω. Then the distribution
K = F ∩ TM = span{∂x + σ(y)∂z , ∂y, ∂px , ∂py}.
The induced two-form ωM = i
∗
M · ω is given by
ωM = dx ∧ dpx + dy ∧ dpy + dz ∧ (pxσ
′(y)dy + σ(y)dpx),
and the non-degenerate distributional two-form is ωK = τK · ωM. A direct computation yields
i∂x+σ(y)∂zωK = (1 + σ
2(y))dpx + σ(y)σ
′(y)pxdy, i∂yωK = dpy − σ
′(y)pxdz,
i∂pxωK = −σ(y)dz − dx, i∂pyωK = −dy,
and
dHK = pxdpx + pydpy + σ(y)σ
′(y)p2xdy + σ
2(y)pxdpx
= σ(y)σ′(y)p2xdy + (1 + σ
2(y))pxdpx + pydpy.
Assume that XK = X1(∂x + σ(y)∂z) +X2∂y +X3∂px +X4∂py , then we have that
iXKωK = X1((1 + σ
2(y))dpx + σ(y)σ
′(y)pxdy)
+X2(dpy − σ
′(y)pxdz) +X3(−σ(y)dz − dx) +X4(−dy)
= (−X3)dx+ (σ(y)σ
′(y)pxX1 −X4)dy
+ (−σ′(y)pxX2 − σ(y)X3)dz + (1 + σ
2(y))X1dpx +X2dpy.
From the equation of distributional Hamiltonian system iXKωK = dHK, we have that
X1 = px, X2 = py, X3 = 0, X4 = 0.
Hence, the nonholonomic vector field is XK = px(∂x+σ(y)∂z)+ py∂y, and the motion equations
of the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H) are expressed as
x˙ = px, y˙ = py, z˙ = σ(y)px, p˙x = 0, p˙y = 0.
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In the following we shall derive the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the
distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H). Assume that
γ : R3 → T ∗R3, γ(x, y, z) = (γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6),
and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗
R
3 → T ∗R3 given by
λ(x, y, z, px, py, pz) = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6)
= γ · piQ(x, y, z, px, py, pz) = γ(x, y, z)
= (γ1 · piQ, γ2 · piQ, γ3 · piQ, γ4 · piQ, γ5 · piQ, γ6 · piQ),
that is, λi = γi · piQ, i = 1, · · · , 6, where λi, i = 1, · · · , 6, are functions on T
∗
R
3, and γi, i =
1, · · · , 6, are functions on R3. We may choose q = (x, y, z) ∈ R3, such that γ1(q) = x, γ2(q) =
y, γ3(q) = z, and γ(q) = γ4(q)dx+γ5(q)dy+γ6(q)dz. Note that D(q) = Span{∂x+σ(y)∂z , ∂y},
take that α = ∂x + σ(y)∂z and β = ∂y, then we have that
dγ(α, β) = α(γ(β)) − β(γ(α)) − γ([α, β])
= (
∂γ5
∂x
−
∂γ4
∂y
)− σ(y)(
∂γ6
∂y
−
∂γ5
∂z
)− 2σ′(y)γ6.
Thus, when dγ(α, β) = 0, we know that for any v,w ∈ F , and TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w) ∈ D, then
dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)) = 0, that is, γ is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗
R
3 → TR3. Note
that Im(γ) ⊂M, then px = γ4, py = γ5 pz = γ6 and γ6 = σ(y)γ4, and hence
H · γ =
1
2
((1 + σ2(y))γ24 + γ
2
5),
XH · γ = γ4∂x + γ5∂y + σ(y)γ4∂z = XK · γ,
XγH = TpiQ ·XH · γ = γ4∂x + γ5∂y + σ(y)γ4∂z.
Thus, Tγ ·XγH = XK · γ, that is, the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the distributional
Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H) holds trivially.
Now, for any symplectic map ε : T ∗R3 → T ∗R3, from ω = ε∗ω = ω · ε = (∂xε · ∂pxε)dx ∧
dpx + (∂yε · ∂pyε)dy ∧ dpy + (∂zε · ∂pzε)dz ∧ dpz, we have that
∂xε · ∂pxε = 1, ∂yε · ∂pyε = 1, ∂zε · ∂pzε = 1.
Denote by ε(x, y, z, px, py, pz) = (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6), then we have that
H · ε =
1
2
(ε24 + ε
2
5 + ε
2
6),
and
XH · ε = ε4∂x + ε5∂y + ε6∂z,
and hence
XεH = TpiQ ·XH · ε = ε4∂x + ε5∂y + ε6∂z .
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Since Im(γ) ⊂M, then
Tγ ·XεH = ε4∂x + ε5∂y + σ(y)ε4∂z
= ε4(∂x + σ(y)∂z) + ε5∂y = XK · ε,
because ε6 = σ(y)ε4. In the same way, note that λ = γ · piQ, and Im(λ) ⊂M, then
Tλ ·XH · ε = ε4∂x + ε5∂y + σ(y)ε4∂z = XK · ε.
On the other hand, since ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is symplectic, we have that
τK · Tε ·XH·ε = τK ·XH · ε
= ε4∂x + ε5∂y + σ(y)ε4∂z = XK · ε.
Thus, Tγ ·XεH = XK ·ε = Tλ·XH ·ε = τK ·Tε·XH·ε. In this case, we must have that ε is a solution
of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation Tγ ·XεH = XK ·ε, for the distributional Hamiltonian
system (K, ωK,H), if and only if it is a solution of the equation Tλ ·XH · ε = τK · Tε ·XH·ε.
Next, we consider the action of Lie group G = R2 on R3, and derive the motion equations and
the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations of the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system. At first, the action of Lie group G = R2 on R3 is given by
Φ : G× R3 → R3, Φ((r, s), (x, y, z)) = (x+ r, y, z + s),
and we have the cotangent lifted G-action on T ∗R3, such that the Hamiltonian H : T ∗R3 → R
is G-invariant. Therefore,
M¯ = {(y, px, py, pz) ∈ T
∗
R
3/G| pz = σ(y)px},
and the distribution K¯ = span{(1 + σ2(y))∂y − σ(y)σ
′(y)px∂px , ∂py}, and the non-degenerate
distributional two-form ωK¯ is given by
ωK¯ = dx ∧ dpx + dy ∧ dpy + dz ∧ (pxσ
′(y)dy + σ(y)dpx).
A direct computation yields
i(1+σ2(y))∂y−σ(y)σ′(y)px∂pxωK¯ = σ(y)σ
′(y)pxdx− σ
′(y)pxdz + (1 + σ
2(y))dpy, i∂pyωK¯ = −dy
and
dhK¯ = dHK = σ(y)σ
′(y)p2xdy + (1 + σ
2(y))pxdpx + pydpy.
Assume that XK¯ = X1((1 + σ
2(y))∂y − σ(y)σ
′(y)px∂px) +X2∂py , then we have that
iX
K¯
ωK¯ = X1(σ(y)σ
′(y)pxdx− σ
′(y)pxdz + (1 + σ
2(y))dpy)−X2dz
= (X1σ(y)σ
′(y)px)dx+ (−X2)dy + (−X1σ
′(y)px)dz + (X1(1 + σ
2(y)))dpy.
From the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian equation iX
K¯
ωK¯ = dhK¯, we have
that X1 = 0, X2 = −σ(y)σ
′(y)p2x. Hence, we get that the nonholonomic reduced vector field is
XK¯ = −σ(y)σ
′(y)p2x∂py , and the motion equations of the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) are expressed as
y˙ = 0, p˙x = 0, p˙y = −σ(y)σ
′(y)p2x.
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In the following we shall derive the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations of
the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h). Assume that γ : R
3 →
T ∗R3, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗
R
3 → T ∗R3, and Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K,
then we have that γ¯ = pi/G(γ) : R
3 → T ∗R3/G, γ¯(x, y, z) = (γ¯0, γ¯1, γ¯2, γ¯3), and λ¯ = pi/G(λ) :
T ∗R3 → T ∗R3/G, λ¯(x, y, z, px, py, pz) = (λ¯0, λ¯1, λ¯2, λ¯3), that is, λ¯i = γ¯i ·piQ, i = 0, · · · , 3, where
λ¯i, i = 0, · · · , 3, are functions on T
∗
R
3, and γ¯i, i = 0, · · · , 3, are functions on R
3. Note that
h · pi/G = τM · H, since Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant, we have that Im(γ¯) ⊂ M¯, and
γ¯3 = σ(y)γ¯1, and hence
h · γ¯ =
1
2
((1 + σ2(y))γ¯21 + γ¯
2
2),
and
Xh · γ¯ = γ¯2∂y − σ(y)σ
′(y)γ¯21∂py .
When dγ(α, β) = 0, that is, γ is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗
R
3 → TR3, we have that
T γ¯ ·XγH = τK¯ ·Xh · γ¯ = −σ(y)σ
′(y)γ¯21∂py = XK¯ · γ¯,
that is, the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) holds.
Now, for any G-invariant symplectic map ε : T ∗R3 → T ∗R3, ε¯ = pi/G(ε) : T
∗
R
3 → T ∗R3/G,
is given by ε¯(x, y, z, px, py, pz) = (ε¯0, ε¯1, ε¯2, ε¯3), then we have that
h · ε¯ =
1
2
((1 + σ2(y))ε¯21 + ε¯
2
2),
and
Xh · ε¯ = ε¯2∂y − σ(y)σ
′(y)ε¯21∂py .
Because Im(γ¯) ⊂ M¯, and Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯, and hence
T γ¯ ·XεH = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ = −σ(y)σ
′(y)ε¯21∂py = XK¯ · ε¯.
Note that λ¯ = γ¯ · piQ, and Im(λ¯) ⊂ M¯, and Im(T λ¯) ⊂ K¯, then we have that
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ = XK¯ · ε¯.
On the other hand, since ε : T ∗R3 → T ∗R3 is symplectic, and ε¯∗ = ε∗ · pi∗/G : T
∗(T ∗R3)/G →
T ∗T ∗R3 is also symplectic along ε¯, then we have that
τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯ = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯
= −σ(y)σ′(y)ε¯21∂py = XK¯ · ε¯.
Thus, T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯ = T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ ·T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯. In this case, we must have that ε and ε¯ are
the solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯, for the nonholonomic
reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), if and only if they satisfy the equation
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯.
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6.2 The vertical rolling disk
In this subsection, we consider the motion of a vertical rolling disk, and derive explicitly the
motion equations and the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations of this problem.
Assume that a vertical disk of zero width rolls without slipping on a horizontal plane and it
rotates freely about its vertical axis. Let x and y denote the position of contact point of the disk
in the plane, and the variables θ and ϕ denote the orientations of a chosen material point with
respect to the vertical plane and the ”heading angle” of the disk, see [5]. Thus, the configuration
space of motion for the vertical rolling disk is Q = R2 × S1 × S1 whose coordinates are denoted
by q = (x, y, θ, ϕ), and its velocity space is TQ, and the phase space is T ∗Q with canonical
symplectic form ω. The rolling constraints on the velocities are given by
D = {(x, y, θ, ϕ, x˙, y˙, θ˙, ϕ˙) ∈ TQ| x˙ = Rθ˙ cosϕ, y˙ = Rθ˙ sinϕ},
where R denotes the radius of the disk. For any q ∈ Q, we have that
D(q) = Span{R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ, ∂ϕ}.
Note that
[R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ, ∂ϕ] = [R cosϕ∂x, ∂ϕ] + [R sinϕ∂y, ∂ϕ] + [∂θ, ∂ϕ]
= −R sinϕ∂x +R cosϕ∂y,
which is nonzero everywhere and it is not in D, then D is nonholonomic and it is completely
nonholonomic, that is, D along with all of its iterated Lie brackets [D,D], [D, [D,D]], · · · spans
the tangent bundle TQ. The Lagrangian L : TQ→ R is the kinetic energy, that is,
L =
1
2
m(x˙2 + y˙2) +
1
2
Iθ˙2 +
1
2
Jϕ˙2,
where m is the mass of the disk, and I and J are its moments of inertia. Note that L is
simple and it is hyperregular, and hence the system is D-regular automatically. The momenta
are px =
∂L
∂x˙ = mx˙, py =
∂L
∂y˙ = my˙, pθ =
∂L
∂θ˙
= Iθ˙, pϕ =
∂L
∂ϕ˙ = Jϕ˙, and the Hamiltonian
H : T ∗Q→ R is given by
H =
1
2m
(p2x + p
2
y) +
1
2I
p2θ +
1
2J
p2ϕ.
The unconstrained Hamiltonian vector field is
XH =
1
m
px∂x +
1
m
py∂y +
1
I
pθ∂θ +
1
J
pϕ∂ϕ.
By using the Legendre transformation
FL : TQ→ T ∗Q, FL(x, y, θ, ϕ, x˙, y˙, θ˙, ϕ˙) = (x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ),
we obtain the constraint submanifold M = FL(D) given by
M = {(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) ∈ T
∗Q| px =
mR
I
pθ cosϕ, py =
mR
I
pθ sinϕ}.
Moreover, if we define F = (TpiQ)
−1(D), then the compatibility condition TM∩F⊥ = {0} holds,
where F⊥ denotes the symplectic orthogonal of F with respect to the canonical symplectic form
ω. Thus,
K = F ∩ TM = span{∂θ +R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y , ∂ϕ, ∂pθ , ∂pϕ}.
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The induced two-form ωM = i
∗
M · ω is given by
ωM = dx∧(
mR cosϕ
I
dpθ−
mR sinϕ
I
pθdϕ)+dy∧(
mR sinϕ
I
dpθ+
mR cosϕ
I
pθdϕ)+dθ∧dpθ+dϕ∧dpϕ,
and hence we have the non-degenerate distributional two-form ωK = τK · ωM. A direct compu-
tation yields
i∂θ+R cosϕ∂x+R sinϕ∂yωK = (1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ, i∂ϕωK = dpϕ +
mR sinϕ
I
pθdx−
mR cosϕ
I
pθdy,
i∂pθ
ωK = −
mR cosϕ
I
dx−
mR sinϕ
I
dy − dθ, i∂pϕωK = −dϕ,
and
dHK =
1
m
mR
I
pθ cosϕ(
mR cosϕ
I
dpθ −
mR sinϕ
I
pθdϕ)
+
1
m
mR
I
pθ sinϕ(
mR sinϕ
I
dpθ +
mR cosϕ
I
pθdϕ) +
1
I
pθdpθ +
1
J
pϕdpϕ
=
1
I
(1 +
mR2
I
)pθdpθ +
1
J
pϕdpϕ.
Assume that XK = X1(∂θ +R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y) +X2∂ϕ +X3∂pθ +X4∂pϕ , then
iXKωK = X1((1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ) +X2(dpϕ +
mR sinϕ
I
pθdx−
mR cosϕ
I
pθdy)
+X3(−
mR cosϕ
I
dx−
mR sinϕ
I
dy − dθ) +X4(−dϕ)
= (X2
mR sinϕ
I
pθ −X3
mR cosϕ
I
)dx+ (−X2
mR cosϕ
I
pθ −X3
mR sinϕ
I
)dy
+ (−X3)dθ + (−X4)dϕ+ (X1(1 +
mR2
I
))dpθ + (X2)dpϕ.
From the distributional Hamiltonian equation iXKωK = dHK, we have that
X1 =
1
I
pθ, X2 =
1
J
pϕ, X3 = 0, X4 = 0.
Hence, we get that the nonholonomic vector field
XK =
1
I
pθ(∂θ +R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y) +
1
J
pϕ∂ϕ,
and the motion equations of the distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H) are given by
x˙ =
R cosϕ
I
pθ, y˙ =
R sinϕ
I
pθ, θ˙ =
1
I
pθ, ϕ˙ =
1
J
pϕ, p˙θ = 0, p˙ϕ = 0.
In the following we shall derive the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the
distributional Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H). Assume that
γ : Q→ T ∗Q, γ(x, y, θ, ϕ) = (γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4, γ5, γ6, γ7, γ8),
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then λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q given by
λ(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6, λ7, λ8)
= γ · piQ(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = γ(x, y, θ, ϕ)
= (γ1 · piQ, γ2 · piQ, γ3 · piQ, γ4 · piQ, γ5 · piQ, γ6 · piQ, γ7 · piQ, γ8 · piQ),
that is, λi = γi · piQ, i = 1, · · · , 8, where λi, i = 1, · · · , 8, are functions on T
∗Q, and γi, i =
1, · · · , 8, are functions on Q. We may choose q = (x, y, θ, ϕ) ∈ Q, such that γ1(q) = x, γ2(q) =
y, γ3(q) = θ, γ4(q) = ϕ, and γ(q) = γ5(q)dx + γ6(q)dy + γ7(q)dθ + γ8(q)dϕ. Note that
D(q) = Span{R cosϕ∂x + R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ, ∂ϕ}, take that α = R cosϕ∂x + R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ and
β = ∂ϕ, then we have that
dγ(α, β) = α(γ(β)) − β(γ(α)) − γ([α, β])
= R cosϕ(
∂γ8
∂x
−
∂γ5
∂ϕ
) +R sinϕ(
∂γ8
∂y
−
∂γ6
∂ϕ
)
+ (
∂γ8
∂θ
−
∂γ7
∂ϕ
) + 2(R sinϕγ5 −R cosϕγ6).
Thus, when dγ(α, β) = 0, we know that for any v,w ∈ F , and TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w) ∈ D, then
dγ(TpiQ(v), TpiQ(w)) = 0, that is, γ is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q → TQ.
Note that Im(γ) ⊂ M, then we have that px = γ5, py = γ6, pθ = γ7. pϕ = γ8, and γ5 =
mR
I γ7 cosϕ, γ6 =
mR
I γ7 sinϕ. Hence,
H · γ =
1
2m
(
m2R2
I2
γ27) +
1
2I
γ27 +
1
2J
γ28 =
1
2I
(1 +
mR2
I
)γ27 +
1
2J
γ28 ,
and
XH · γ =
R
I
γ7 cosϕ∂x +
R
I
γ7 sinϕ∂y +
1
I
γ7∂θ +
1
J
γ8∂ϕ
=
γ7
I
(R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ) +
γ8
J
∂ϕ = XK · γ,
XγH = TpiQ ·XH · γ =
γ7
I
(R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ) +
γ8
J
∂ϕ.
Thus, Tγ ·XγH = XK · γ, that is, the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the distributional
Hamiltonian system (K, ωK,H) holds trivially.
Now, for any symplectic map ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q, from ω = ε∗ω = ω · ε = (∂xε ·∂pxε)dx∧dpx+
(∂yε · ∂pyε)dy ∧ dpy + (∂θε · ∂pθε)dθ ∧ dpθ + (∂ϕε · ∂pϕε)dϕ ∧ dpϕ, we have that
∂xε · ∂pxε = 1, ∂yε · ∂pyε = 1, ∂θε · ∂pθε = 1, ∂ϕε · ∂pϕε = 1.
Denote by ε(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6, ε7, ε8), then we have that
H · ε =
1
2m
(ε25 + ε
2
6) +
1
2I
ε27 +
1
2J
ε28,
and
XH · ε =
1
m
ε5∂x +
1
m
ε6∂y +
1
I
ε7∂θ +
1
J
ε8∂ϕ,
and hence
XεH = TpiQ ·XH · ε =
1
m
ε5∂x +
1
m
ε6∂y +
1
I
ε7∂θ +
1
J
ε8∂ϕ.
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Since Im(γ) ⊂M, then
Tγ ·XεH = Tγ · (
1
m
ε5∂x +
1
m
ε6∂y +
1
I
ε7∂θ +
1
J
ε8∂ϕ)
=
R
I
ε7 cosϕ∂x +
R
I
ε7 sinϕ∂y +
1
I
ε7∂θ +
1
J
ε8∂ϕ
=
ε7
I
(R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ) +
ε8
J
∂ϕ
= XK · ε,
because ε5 =
mR
I ε7 cosϕ, ε6 =
mR
I ε7 sinϕ. In the same way, note that λ = γ · piQ, and Im(λ) ⊂
M, then
Tλ ·XH · ε =
R
I
ε7 cosϕ∂x +
R
I
ε7 sinϕ∂y +
1
I
ε7∂θ +
1
J
ε8∂ϕ
=
ε7
I
(R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ) +
ε8
J
∂ϕ = XK · ε.
On the other hand, since ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is symplectic, we have that
τK · Tε ·XH·ε = τK ·XH · ε
=
R
I
ε7 cosϕ∂x +
R
I
ε7 sinϕ∂y +
1
I
ε7∂θ +
1
J
ε8∂ϕ
=
ε7
I
(R cosϕ∂x +R sinϕ∂y + ∂θ) +
ε8
J
∂ϕ = XK · ε.
Thus, Tγ ·XεH = XK ·ε = Tλ·XH ·ε = τK ·Tε·XH·ε. In this case, we must have that ε is a solution
of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation Tγ ·XεH = XK ·ε, for the distributional Hamiltonian
system (K, ωK,H), if and only if it is a solution of the equation Tλ ·XH · ε = τK · Tε ·XH·ε.
In the following we consider respectively the actions of two Lie groupsG = R2 and G = SE(2)
on Q, and give the motion equations and the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations
of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian systems. Firstly, we consider the action
of Lie group G = R2 on Q, which is given by
Φ : G×Q→ Q, Φ((r, s), (x, y, θ, ϕ)) = (x+ r, y + s, θ, ϕ),
and we have the cotangent lifted G-action on T ∗Q, and the Hamiltonian H : T ∗Q → R is
G-invariant. In this case we have that
M¯ = {(θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) ∈ T
∗Q/G| px =
mR
I
pθ cosϕ, py =
mR
I
pθ sinϕ},
and the distribution
K¯ = span{∂θ, ∂ϕ, ∂pθ , ∂pϕ},
and the non-degenerate two-form ωK¯ is given by
ωK¯ = (1 +
mR2
I
)dθ ∧ dpθ + dϕ ∧ dpϕ.
A direct computation yields
i∂θωK¯ = (1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ, i∂ϕωK¯ = dpϕ, i∂pθωK¯ = −(1 +
mR2
I
)dθ, i∂pϕωK¯ = −dϕ,
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and
dhK¯ = dHK =
1
I
(1 +
mR2
I
)pθdpθ +
1
J
pϕdpϕ.
Assume that XK¯ = X1∂θ +X2∂ϕ +X3∂pθ +X4∂pϕ , then
iX
K¯
ωK¯ = X1((1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ) +X2dpϕ −X3(1 +
mR2
I
)dθ −X4dϕ
= −X3(1 +
mR2
I
)dθ −X4dϕ+X1(1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ +X2dpϕ.
From the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian equation iX
K¯
ωK¯ = dhK¯, we have
that
X1 =
1
I
pθ, X2 =
1
J
pϕ, X3 = 0, X4 = 0.
Hence, the nonholonomic reduced vector field is XK¯ =
1
I pθ∂θ+
1
J pϕ∂ϕ, and the motion equations
of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) are expressed as
θ˙ =
1
I
pθ, ϕ˙ =
1
J
pϕ, p˙θ = 0, p˙ϕ = 0.
In the following we shall derive the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for
the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h). As above γ : Q →
T ∗Q, and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q → T ∗Q, and assume that Im(γ) ⊂ M, and it is G-invariant,
Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, then we have that γ¯ = pi/G(γ) : Q→ T
∗Q/G, γ¯(x, y, θ, ϕ) = (γ¯1, γ¯2, γ¯3, γ¯4, γ¯5, γ¯6),
and λ¯ = pi/G(λ) : T
∗Q → T ∗Q/G, λ¯(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = (λ¯1, λ¯2, λ¯3, λ¯4, λ¯5, λ¯6), that is,
λ¯i = γ¯i · piQ, i = 1, · · · , 6, where λ¯i, i = 1, · · · , 6, are functions on T
∗Q, and γ¯j , i = 1, · · · , 6,
are functions on Q. Note that h · pi/G = τM ·H, and the distribution K¯ = span{∂θ, ∂ϕ, ∂pθ , ∂pϕ},
then we have that
h · γ¯ =
1
2I
γ¯25 +
1
2J
γ¯26 , Xh · γ¯ =
1
I
γ¯5∂θ +
1
J
γ¯6∂ϕ.
When dγ(α, β) = 0, that is, γ is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, we have that
T γ¯ ·XγH = τK¯ ·Xh · γ¯ = XK¯ · γ¯,
that is, the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) holds.
Now, for any G-invariant symplectic map ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q, ε¯ = pi/G(ε) : T
∗Q → T ∗Q/G, is
given by ε¯(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = (ε¯1, ε¯2, ε¯3, ε¯4, ε¯5, ε¯6), then we have that
h · ε¯ =
1
2I
ε¯25 +
1
2J
ε¯26, Xh · ε¯ =
1
I
ε¯5∂θ +
1
J
ε¯6∂ϕ.
Since Im(γ) ⊂M, and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, and hence Im(γ¯) ⊂ M¯, Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯. Thus,
T γ¯ ·XεH = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ =
1
I
ε¯5∂θ +
1
J
ε¯6∂ϕ = XK¯ · ε¯.
Note that λ¯ = γ¯ · piQ, and Im(λ¯) ⊂ M¯, and Im(T λ¯) ⊂ K¯, then we have that
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ = XK¯ · ε¯.
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On the other hand, since ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is symplectic, and ε¯∗ = ε∗ ·pi∗/G : T
∗(T ∗Q)/G→ T ∗T ∗Q
is also symplectic along ε¯, then we have that
τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯ = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯
=
1
I
ε¯5∂θ +
1
J
ε¯6∂ϕ = XK¯ · ε¯.
Thus, T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯ = T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ ·T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯. In this case, we must have that ε and ε¯ are
the solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯, for the nonholonomic
reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), if and only if they satisfy the equation
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯.
Next, we consider the action of the Lie group G = SE(2) ∼= SO(2)sR2 on Q, which is given
by
Φ : G×Q→ Q, Φ((α, r, s), (x, y, θ, ϕ)) = (x cosα− y sinα+ r, x sinα+ y cosα+ s, θ, ϕ+ α),
and we have the cotangent lifted G-action on T ∗Q; then the Hamiltonian H : T ∗Q → R is
G-invariant. In this case we have that
M¯ = {(θ, px, py, pθ) ∈ T
∗Q/G| px =
mR
I
pθ cosϕ, py =
mR
I
pθ sinϕ},
and the distribution K¯ = span{∂θ, ∂pθ}, and the non-degenerate two-form ωK¯ is given by
ωK¯ = (1 +
mR2
I
)dθ ∧ dpθ.
A direct computation yields
i∂θωK¯ = (1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ, i∂pθωK¯ = −(1 +
mR2
I
)dθ,
and
dhK¯ = dHK =
1
I
(1 +
mR2
I
)pθdpθ +
1
J
pϕdpϕ.
Assume that XK¯ = X1∂θ +X2∂pθ , then we have that
iX
K¯
ωK¯ = X1((1 +
mR2
I
)dpθ) +X2(−(1 +
mR2
I
)dθ).
From the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian equation iX
K¯
ωK¯ = dhK¯, we have
that X1 =
1
I pθ, X2 = 0. Hence, the nonholonomic reduced vector field is XK¯ =
1
I pθ∂θ, and the
motion equations of the nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) are
the following
θ˙ =
1
I
pθ, p˙θ = 0.
In the following we shall derive the Type I and Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the
nonholonomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h). As above γ : Q → T
∗Q,
and λ = γ · piQ : T
∗Q→ T ∗Q, and assume that Im(γ) ⊂M, and it is G-invariant, Im(Tγ) ⊂ K,
then we have that γ¯ = pi/G(γ) : Q → T
∗Q/G, γ¯(x, y, θ, ϕ) = (γ¯1, γ¯2, γ¯3, γ¯4), and λ¯ = pi/G(λ) :
T ∗Q → T ∗Q/G, λ¯(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = (λ¯1, λ¯2, λ¯3, λ¯4), that is, λ¯i = γ¯i · piQ, i = 1, · · · , 4,
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where λ¯i, i = 1, · · · , 4, are functions on T
∗Q, and γ¯i, i = 1, · · · , 4, are functions on Q. Note
that h · pi/G = τM ·H, and the distribution K¯ = span{∂θ, ∂pθ}, then we have that
h · γ¯ =
1
2I
γ¯23 , Xh · γ¯ =
1
I
γ¯3∂θ.
When dγ(α, β) = 0, that is, γ is closed on D with respect to TpiQ : TT
∗Q→ TQ, we have that
T γ¯ ·XγH = τK¯ ·Xh · γ¯ = XK¯ · γ¯,
that is, the Type I of Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the nonholonomic reduced distributional
Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h) holds.
Now, for any G-invariant symplectic map ε : T ∗Q → T ∗Q, ε¯ = pi/G(ε) : T
∗Q → T ∗Q/G, is
given by ε¯(x, y, θ, ϕ, px, py, pθ, pϕ) = (ε¯1, ε¯2, ε¯3, ε¯4), then we have that
h · ε¯ =
1
2I
ε¯23, Xh · ε¯ =
1
I
ε¯3∂θ.
Since Im(γ) ⊂M, and Im(Tγ) ⊂ K, and hence Im(γ¯) ⊂ M¯, Im(T γ¯) ⊂ K¯. Thus,
T γ¯ ·XεH = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ =
1
I
ε¯3∂θ = XK¯ · ε¯.
Note that λ¯ = γ¯ · piQ, and Im(λ¯) ⊂ M¯, and Im(T λ¯) ⊂ K¯, then we have that
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ = XK¯ · ε¯.
On the other hand, since ε : T ∗Q→ T ∗Q is symplectic, and ε¯∗ = ε∗ ·pi∗/G : T
∗(T ∗Q)/G→ T ∗T ∗Q
is also symplectic along ε¯, then we have that
τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯ = τK¯ ·Xh · ε¯ =
1
I
ε¯3∂θ = XK¯ · ε¯.
Thus, T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯ = T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ ·T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯. In this case, we must have that ε and ε¯ are
the solution of the Type II of Hamilton-Jacobi equation T γ¯ ·XεH = XK¯ · ε¯, for the nonholonomic
reduced distributional Hamiltonian system (K¯, ωK¯, h), if and only if they satisfy the equation
T λ¯ ·XH · ε = τK¯ · T ε¯ ·Xh·ε¯.
From the above discussion, we also see how the Hamilton-Jacobi equations for the nonholo-
nomic reduced distributional Hamiltonian systems are simplified by nonholonomic reduction
procedures. 
It is well known that the theory of controlled mechanical systems became an important
subject in recent years. Its research gathers together some separate areas of research such as
mechanics, differential geometry and nonlinear control theory, etc., and the emphasis of this
research on geometry is motivated by the aim of understanding the structure of equations of
motion of the system, in a way that helps both for analysis and design. Thus, it is natural to
study controlled mechanical systems by combining with the analysis of dynamic systems and
the geometric reduction theory of Hamiltonian and Lagrangian systems. In particular, Marsden
et al. in [31] set up the regular reduction theory of regular controlled Hamiltonian systems on a
symplectic fiber bundle, by using momentum map and the associated reduced symplectic forms,
36
and from the viewpoint of completeness of Marsden-Weinstein symplectic reduction, and some
developments around the above work are given in Wang and Zhang [47], Ratiu and Wang [37],
Van der Schaft and Wang [40], and Wang [42]. Since the Hamilton-Jacobi theory is developed
based on the Hamiltonian picture of dynamics, it is natural idea to extend the Hamilton-Jacobi
theory to the (regular) controlled Hamiltonian system and its a variety of reduced systems, and
it is also possible to describe the relationship between the CH-equivalence for controlled Hamil-
tonian systems and the solutions of corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equations, see Wang [44–46]
for more details. Thus, our next topic is how to set up and develop the nonholonomic reduc-
tion and Hamilton-Jacobi theory for the nonholonomic controlled Hamiltonian systems and the
distributional controlled Hamiltonian systems, by analyzing carefully the geometrical and topo-
logical structures of the phase spaces of these systems.
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